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FUTU·RE
UCF~s

award-winning student newpaper
September 16, 1983

Vol.16 No.4

Apathy hit~ elections
6 seats to be vacant
by Roger Simmons
News editor

For the second consecutive
. year, UCF's student senate
elections are marked by apathy
with a twist - there are more
senate seats than there are
students who want the job,
There are six vacant spots on
this year's ballot, the same
number of vacancies as last
year. However, Student
Government recently reduced
the size of the legislature from
42 to 33 seats, meaning a
larger portion of the body may
. not be elected by the ~tudents
this year.
Student body Vice President
Stan Halbert said he expects
that some students will fill the
vacancies with write-in candidacies.

OHow do UCF buildings get their
names-page 3
DDr. Ruth's visit to UCF-page 11
DMen's soccer to take on FAU-page21

seats have more than two
people running. Last year 32
out of 42 seats were unopposed.
UCF's education college and
the area campuses account for
the largest portion of unwanted seats. Education has one
candidate running unopposed
for Seat 1 and the other three
seats are v~cant. Only South
Orlando campus has a candidate seeking office. Brevard
and Daytona campuses are
running no candidates.
The College of Health's seat
is also vacant on the ballot.
"Education has a history of
low political activism,"
Halbert said of the college's
poor candidate turn out. He
added that the problem was
"100 times worse on the area
cail.lpuses" because they are
smaller and have only a . few
people involved in their
student government.

The elections will be held
Halbert and ' student body Sept. 20 and 21 on the
President Mark Geary said Engineering Green. As with
they were disappointed at the the presidential election last
low number of students spring, the voting booths will
seeking office. Of the 33 seats be under a canopy, and bands
available, 13 have candidates will provide music during the
runnmg unopposed. Only two .day.

1983 Student Government Senate Elections
Arts and Sciences

Business

Education

Engineering

Seat 2 Cindy Spraker*-u

Seat 1 Randy Lewis-u

Seat 1 Susan Arline-u

Seat 3 Clark B. Hampton
Deborah D. Kelly

Seat 2 John Sowinski
John Morgan

Seat 2 No candidate

Seat 1 Robert Rulof
Paul Mazzillo
Vince Davila

Seat 4 Steve Cady*
Rod Durham

Seat 3 David Rokes
Jimmy Babbitt

Seat 3 No candidate

Seat 2 Pete Martin
Samara Powell
Thomas Heath

Seat 5 Wiµiam Hardman-u

Seat 4 Douglas Massey
Dana Clary

Health

Seat3 Steve Gizinski*-u

Seat 5 David Martinez
Robert Burkett

Seat 1 No Candidate•

Seat 4 Mary MacArthur•-u

Liberal Studies

Seat 5 Mercedes Sosa
Walter' Stuhldreher

Seat 4 No candidate

Seat 6 Carlos Payas*
Jackie Goigel
Seat 7 Lisa Salloum
Margaret Ruff
Se~t 8

Seat 6 John Gill•-u
Seat 1 Donald Gregory-u
Seat 7 Mark Butner-u

Monty Knox•-u

Seat 9 Andrea Danner
Quin Bernhardt

Area Campuses

At Large

Graduate

Seat I Luci Johnson*-u

Seat 1 Michael Wittenstein

SORC Rob Roliter-u
Brevard No candidate
Daytona No Candidate

Justices rule Geary veto .void
by Roger Simmons
News editor

The UCF Judicial Council
ruled Sept. 15 that student
body President Mark Geary's
veto of the S~nate' s rules and
procedures was not valid.
The ruling came after
Geary vetoed the bill 11
school days after it was passed
by the senate. The ruling
stemmed from a portion o~
the student governme:µt con-

felt "passage" by the senate .
meant.
Passage of the bill could be
interpreted as the moment it is
passed on the floor or when -it
is typed and submitted to
Geary.
Geary maintained that he
Geary called the' decision
should have 10 days from the "interesting" and said it
time he receives the bill to reversed the common law
decide what action to take, · practices of the past few
since past presidents were years.
given 10 days in which to
make a decision.
Halbert said he was pleased
with the decision.
Chief Justice- Wendell
He also said that the senate
·French said the council ruled rules and procedures have
4 to 3 to declare the veto inbeen passed .on to Dr.
valid. He said he tought the LeVester Tubbs, vice presimembers of the council Qased dent of student affairs, for his
their decision on what they approval.
stitution which states that
the president has 10 school
days to act on a piece of
legislation. If the president
does not act, the bill is considered signed.

WUCF's '~ite Rock' gets
p
_romotional underwriting
the station that ,appeared in
the Orlando Sentine~ accorFuture news
ding to Gloria Seidule, public
affairs dirctor for WUCF.
Campus radio ·station
Seidule said that Schenck
WUCF-FM will be selling was also drawn by the . fact
about 200 T-shirts at the end that the UCF student governof this month to underwrite ment was providing funds for
its "Nite Rock" program.
the station's operations.
by Rick Brunson

UCF's student population is now esrunated at 15,600, an increase of 10 percent over last year
according to Dr. Dan Coleman, direc~or of institutional research. Registration figures for
Florida's other universities are not yet available, but UCF is expected to remain the fourth
largest university in the st.ate.

Buckeye assistant to fill Torchy'~ shoes

Machock named basketball coach
by Lee Lerner
Sports editor

UCF has hired assistant
Ohio State coach Charles
"Chuck" Machock to replace
Torchy Clark as head basketball coach, according to sources
in the university's athletic

. department.
Machock, 46, tentatively accepted the job Wednesday
night, but will not be officially
named until a press conference
today at 9:30 a.m. on the UCF
campus, the sources said.
According to an article
published in Thursday's

Orlando Sentinel, Machock has
agreed to a starting salary of
about $30,000 a year.
,
Machock will be only the
second men's basketball coach
the university has ever had.
Clark was coach for 14 seasons
Coach, page 6

The Schenck Company, in
cooperation with Miller Brew~
ing Co., is giving the shirts to
WUCF in exchange for
publicity, according to Carl
McKnight, campus representative for Miller. The price for
T-shirts have not been set yet.

"If it wasn't for the student
government underwriting us,
this company wouldn't have .
noticed us," Seidule said.

According .to Seidule,
Schenck' s willingness to support WUCF' s "Nite Rock"
program shows that, contrary
The shirts will have a Miller to .. Station Manager Keith
logo on the front and a "Nite Fowles' opinion, community
Rock" ·logo, which Shckenck businesses will finance a
designed, on the Qack, rock 'n' roll format.
McKnight said. ·
"This proves that there are
Schenck was interested in large companies in Orlando
getting involved with WUCF that will underwrite roclc 'n'
because of an article about roll,'' Seidule said.

•
A look at people, places and events

Friday's briefing.__

llllillllm_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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News beat

•
'

Voter registration drive gets underway
The Rep,ublican Executive Committees of Orange and
Seminole counties are sponsoring a voter registration drive.
A~though sponsored by Republicans, persons can 's ign up for
any party affiliation.

The afternoon sun reflecting
off a new library window
makes abstract art.

Seminole County residents may register on Sept. 23 from 4·9
p.m. at the Altamonte Mall. On Sept. 24 they may register.
from 10 a.m. to & p.in. ~t these locations:
·

•

Publix at Hunt Club Corners, Little. Professor Book Store at
Springs Plaza, Eckerd's at the Gooding's Plaza on 434, Winn
Dixie at 434 and 17·92, Winn Dixie at 436 and Red Bug Road,
Publix at Willa Plaza, and Winn Dixie at 25th Street and 17·92
in Sanford.
Orange County residents may register on Sept. 17 or 24 from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at these locations:
Altamonte Mall, Colonial Plaza, Fashion Square, Publix at
Pine Hills Shopping Center, Publix at Edgewater Drive,
Publix at Conway and Curryford Road, Winn Dixie at 15-A
and Curryford Road, Winn Dixie at Lancaster and Winegard,
Gooding's on 17-92 in Maitland, Gooding's at The Market
Place, and Central Park on Park A venue in Winter Park.

Coors to speak on management
"Managing in a turbulent environment" will be the subject
of an address by William K. Coors, chairman of the Adolph
Coors Company, Sept. 21 at UCF.
Coors' visit to UCF is in conjuction with the distinguished
speakers series, sponsored by the . College of Business Ad·
ministration.
The program will begin at 11 a.m. in the Student Center
Auditorium. The public is invited.

Blook bank offers big McDeal
A coupon for one free Egg McMuffin Sandwich from participating McDonald's resturants will be given to each person
who donates a pint of blood at the Central Florida Blood Bank
during Donor Days, Sept. 12 through Nov. 6.
Volunteer blood donations can be made during normal
operating hours at any Central Floriqa Blood Bank location in
Brevard, Lake, Orange, Osceola and Seminole counties.

Pam Glmson/F.uture

Campus close-ue

A look at contemporary college life in America.

which handles budget appeals cooordinator of the fundfrom student organizations raiser and assistant librarian
for student government at USF. (From USF Oracle)
allocations. Committee opponents claim its members
are not familiar enough with
Helping the Freshmen-A the budgeting process to hanstudent retention program at· dle appeals
Alfred State College tries to
identify freshman academic
Money for Books-Buying
problems before they become a bottle of wine, a salad or a
· serious. A questionn~ire best-selling novel could help ' Foundation :
Eyeing
about educational goals and bail the University of South Funds-A fund-raising effort
difficulties is mailed to every Florida library out of its lack~ · by the foundation of Eye
freshman, along with a cam- of-funding dilemma. Area Research needs approximatepus housing licence. The ques- businesses will join in a effort ly $2.5 million in pledges for
tionnaires are reviewed by the to raise money for the Univer- the proposed construction of
Special Services office and by sity Library Endowment a $6 million University Eye
residence hall directors. The Fund.
Institut;e at the University of
The fund-raiser will involve South Florida.
hall directors then contact
The proposed facility was
each freshman early in the more than 30 area businesses,
semester to offer help or refer ranging from a travel agency approved by the Board of
students to the appropriate to a real estate company , to Regents in 197 4. The Foundacampus service.
several restaurants and car tion for Eye Research is a
dealers. The merchants will non-profit organization
Committee Gets the donate a flat or _J!0rcentage charted in 1975 to promote
Ax-At the University of amount based on sales to establishment of an eye
Alabama a current proposal USF students and members research and treatment facili· would eliminate the Student of the university community, ty on the USF campus. (From
Life Committee, a group according to Donna Parrino, USF Oracle)

•••

• ••

SpeakoUt

by Eileen Samelson

After a couple of weeks at UCF, what suggestions do you have?

Shari Ray, Business.

Louise Graham, Business.

"Transfer students are the
"I don't have any personal
last to register so I had a gripes. There's a lot of conrough time getting classes. If struction, who can complain
you're going to be a junior, about that? Ten years from
you deserve junior status. We now this is going to be a really
need the same classes other big school.''
juniors do.''

•

Lorenzo Hamilton, Political
science.
"The air conditioning is not
consistant, if you happen to
be in a class with air conditioning you're lucky, if not
Y.OU burn up."

n ·ebbie Roath, Chemistry.
"Put a stop light at the first
University Dr. entrance
heading north on Alafaya.
That road is so busy I can't
understand why they don't
have a light.''

Cindy Casale, Biology.
"It annoys me to no end to
have to pay money to park
out in that thing they call a
. parking lot behind the
Biology building, made of
grass, sand and big puddles.

•
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What's in a name?
UCF buildings' naming process long and if}volved
by Wayne Starr
Future stott

Logically speaking, if
Phillips Hall is named after
some guy named Phillips,
then it follows that the
Engineering Building is named after somebody named
Engineering, and the University Theatre carries the
moniker of somebody called
U.niversity.
Obviously logic, in this case
at least, does not apply. Of
the 26 permanent buildings
on campus, Howard Phillips'
name is the only human one
to adorn any of them.
(Though the seven dormitories were named for Central Florida counties and
some of those were named for
people.)
Why only 1of26, for an extremely poor batting average

of .038? "Because the number
of buildings on campus is.
finite," says Dr. Frank Juge,
associate vice president and
ex~cutive assistant to the
president for employee relations. He also serves as chairman of the .Academic
Building Names Committee.
''We have to be very careful
about renaming buildings,
J uge said. ''We want to honor
only those people who have
made. substantial contribµtions to UCF, so we are quite ·
reluctant to act frivolously
Once a building is named for
someone, it carried that name
forever."
"Mr. Phillips was an Orlando businessman and entrepreneur who established
quite a reputation for philanthropy,'' J uge explained.
"Over a long period of time,

Phillips ma«;ie large contributions to the business college.
The university changed the
'Classroom Building'. to
Phillips Hall in January of
1982."
But according to Juge,
donating large amounts of
cash is not the only way to get
your name up in lights, or
stone, as th~ case may be.
"Guidelines are rather
loose," Juge said. "We try to·
pick people that everybody at
the university can be proud
of. We just have to use our
own best judgement."
The Names Committee,
which in addition to Juge includes student body president
Mark Geary and various
university administrators
and faculty, meets whenever
John Goree, vice president for
Business Affairs and the per-

son in charge of receiving
recommendations, requests
such a meeting. It's Goree's
job, Juge said, to screen out
any ''crank'' suggestions.
"If we met to .consider
every request, we'd never
have time to do anything
else," Juge said. "There are
about 15,000 students on
campus, an almost every one
of them could give a reason
why their mother, husband,
dog, should have a building
named for them.''
·Most name changes are not
designed to honor anyone; instead, they fall into a
category that Juge calls
"housecleaning jobs."
jti

IFC finds Pikes violated rush rules
The Interfraternity Council having early pledge initiation.
The fraternity was fined
ruled Sept. 1 that Pi Kappa
$500,
put on one year IFC
A.l pha fraternity violated
probation,
which prevents the
several rush regulations.
fraternity from winning any
The fraternity was charged awards for the 1983-'84
with passing out phamplets school year, or competing in
too early, putting up posters intramural sports.
and banners too early and
Jeff Hudson, president of .

the IFC, said that no one particular person or group levied
the charges against the fraternity. "There are 750 people in
the IFC and investigations
are made regularly,'' Hudson
said. The fraternity will appeal the decision.

u
V1f4 I

"Most changes are functional in nature, with hard-toargue rationales. For example, it was recommended that
'Recreational Services' was a
more accurate name than 'PE
Support' for the building out
by the pool. Nobody objects
to changes like that, Juge
said.
The few changes made to
recogn'.ize individuals have
been directed at facilities
other than buildings. The
renaming of the UCF marching band practice field to
the Troy A. Driggers Field, in
honor of UCF's first drum
major .is the most recent exNames, page 7
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e 48 HOUR KODAK SLIDE PROCESSING
e AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE
e FILM PROCESSING AS FAST AS YOU NEED IT
e CAMERA REPAIRS
e FULL LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS:

. mats, frames.

·•professional print display preparation: mounting,
texturizing, and spraying.
Member: Professional Photographic Society of Central Florid~

1001%

ELECTRQNIC/COMPflfER ENGINEERS

I

stu~~nt ~·~
'.~.:.-:-paper_ ~~E~~~5:1i~~o-s o

SCO

\.

1J

.;:.?' fora goOd look.

·

7A36 University Blvd.
University Sq·. Shopping Cente .

\: .

Optical Outlets

WATTS!

·
+
10000001
)Jf

~~- .
~b~~~··· ··
'Ki/ oe:ttei

Check our fabulous
prices on the finest
names in sunglasse·s.

tf11'6'f"&.4

f

W$ .

If
YOU SPENT LONG HOURS STUDYING TO GET
YOUR DEGREE, BUT NOW YOU'RE PUZZLED
ABOUT WHERE YOU CAN GO TO BEST
USE THOSE SKllLS

WINGS™

Compare our prices on
prescription eyeglasses.
Includes frames and lenses.
Cataract lenses not included.

CENTER

oHW.s a clvll service career as an engineer with a chance to

work with state-of-the-art technology to support the ~ost
· advanced defense weapons systems In the world.
Warner Rot>ins ALC will hire approx. 80 electronic/computer
engineers. For more Info. call toll free
1-800-841-9193 or 1-800-34 2-05 7 0 (In Georgia)
or write to: DPCSC-Employment office, Robins A.F .B.,Georgla 31098

WARNER ROBINS AIR LOGISTICS CENTER

.

.

ROBINS A.F.B., GEORGIA 31098 U.8 CITIZENSHIP ~EOUIRED - AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

BAUSCH & LOMB

· The hottes·t new style
1n Sunglasses

1

WARNER ROBINS AIR LOGISTIC

~_.,-etMi1rom

$49 Single Vision
$59 Blfocels
$69 Trlfocels
Our prec ision ground lenses are th e
highest qualil·y available. No e~tra
charge lor strong prescriplions or
oversized lenses. Choose from over
BOO qual ity frames .
./

(i)

CLASSIC
AVIATOR STYLE
Great looking me1aJ frames •

Suggested Retail

Suggested Retail

560

5 41to 5 66

Our Price

Our Prices

s49 s2Btos44
. The genuine Ray-Ban, by Bausch &
Lomb. Precision optical quality, glare
protection and light control, completely
. free of distortion.

CARRERA
PORSCHE DESIGN
The ultimate In protection and fash ion

S89&uP
You can't buy better than Optical
Outlets. Come in .and we'll prove jt.

Your best buy in sight.

.Optical Outlets
Factory Outlet Mall
5401 West Oak Ridge Road
Phone: 305-351-5745
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Library to.expand faster than volumes

Cuts reduce new book purchases
by Cindy Milam
Future news

As the UCF library expands in size, it looks as
though very few additional
books will be purchased to increase the library's current
hal:f million volumes because
of cutbacks in funding.
The UCF library will
receive $580,158 for · the
'83· '84 school year, a
$300,000 cut from last year
adn the least amount of funding the facility has received
since 1975, LaBrake said.
Most of the this year's funding will be used to renew
magazines and newspapers.
The money is also designed to
buy reference materials,
serials, journals and books requested by the faculty, but
the cutback will mean the
library will lose 12,00 expected new volumes LaBrake

said. The library was not
prepared for the loss of money
because
the
Florida
Legislature deals with the
funding on a yearly basis, She
added.
The reduction i,n new
volumes will not necessarily
affect the library's addition.
According to LaBrake, "The
library building is geared for
expansion over the next 10 to
15 years so the s~ortage of
money will not affect the
building. What it will affect is
the quality of support for
UCF students' education."
Presently, the library is not
expected to be full, although
LaBrake assures there will be
plenty of books available for
the students to use. She added that because UCF is a new
university, many resources
are available on microfilms.

•

library's funding problems,
several groups have planned
money-raising · progr.ams for
the year. The Gannett
newspaper foundation has
donated $3,000 toward the
purchase of communication
books and materials. Also,
the annual Roasts and Toasts
dinner prograni gave its proceeds to the UCF library for
volumes to be added to the
Burns-Reese Communications Collection.
The UCF Foundation is
planning a direct mail appeal
to parents of UCF students.
The appeal, which will be
started in September, will ask ·
parents or other interested
persons to become "Friends
of the Library" by making
donations. The money will be
used by the library in the
areas most affected by budget
Library, page 7

To ease the stresses on the

Pam Glmson/Future

COURSE

Class Starts

Students now must use the temporary entrance to the new
library, located on the west side, while the main entrance midergoes a facelift

LSAT OCT 5TH
LSAT OCT 27TH
GRE NOV9TH
SAT NOV 16TH
I

The abused child
will grow up someda)t
Maybe.

I

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Cent~r ·

678-8400 .

We reserve the right to cancel any class for
which there Is Insufficient enrollment
Call for details
Days, Evening, or Weekends

PASS CLAST?

I

Three books written

ESPECIALLY
to teach th.e CLAST competencies.
GETIING READY FOR THE CLAST, $1 o.95 154 pp.
Sample tests and instruction in reading, writing and mathematics

-

COLLEGE MATH REVIEW, $12.95, 2so pp.
Thousands of CLAST examples and sample tests.
MATH ANXIETY REDUCTION: A Workbook,
Teaches how t<? cope with test anxiety,
In your

,,

$10.95, 202 pp.

COLLEGE BOOKSTORE NOW!!

... in your mind . For planning ahead . . . forming an
opinion . .. building a strong foundation for your personal and your professional life.
Read U.S.News to get bottom-line facts on politics
... ·business . . . the economy. Late-breaking reports on trends that are shaping America's job market
. .. the way we live .. . your future .
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out
and send in the coupon below.
-- -

~

or
send your check for the price plus $1.00 to:
H&H Publishing Company, Inc., 1117 Webb Drive, Clearwater, FL
33515, Ph., (813) 447-0835.

-

.

·Because you are sp~ciflLt~ .us..·..
._we.Jjre.ilffering a SPECIAL for YOU!
. ! ...

Good Mon.-Thurs. 9-3

Aristocrat
. p..~ .. . es1g~s
.
·
. ~ ··, .0
(Next to Jewelry Store)
UNIV~RSITY SQUARE
.CALL 671-HAIR
-

~EDK~N

1r------------------~
·Bring a friend for
1

I a haircut. Yours is h l
1. price bring two•••
1
I YOUR HAIR CUT IS FREE. l
1
Expires 10/31/83
I
1

L-----------------·

Mon & Fri 9-6 Sat 9-5
Tues, Wed & Thurs 9-7 OFFER GOOD WITH COUPON ONLY

r- - -- -

I

Student Coupon

I

0

I
I

I

YES, send me 23 weeks of
U.S .News & World Report for only
$7.97. I'll save 50% off the regular
subscription rate al'ld 77% off the
cover price.

I

Name~----~--------- ·
School Name
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Apt. _ __
City/State

I
I

:i

Money-saving

u.s.News
is. WORLD RePORT

Zip _ _ _
Mail coupon to : U.S.News &
World Report, Room 264, 2300
N St. , N.W., Washir:igton . D.C.
20037

----- --

Listen for the News Blimp, on WUCFbrought to you
by U.S.News & World Report.

I

I
I
I

.J
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Campus expansions awaiting money
The Student Center, according to the plans, will be ex-·.
panded by 10,000 square feet.
,
UCF officials are waiting Offices, workrooms and an acfor the Board of Regents to tivity center will be included
approve plans and release the · on the expansion.
funds for the $887,000 expanThe athletic facility expan- sion of the Student Center
and the $1.5 million construc- sion was designed for the
football team according to
tion of an athletic facility.
Richard La vend er of Lavender. The 20,000 square ·
Facilities Planning said foot bWlding will be conWednesday that he believes structed behind the ·existing
his office will get the go ahead athletic complex and will include lockers, weight training
for the pr~j ects soon.

by Rick Brunson
Future news

room, a meeting/dining facility, · a coaches' conference
room and a laundry room.
Both projects will be carried out simultaneously, according to Lavender.
The projects are paid for by
a· capital improvement trust
fund, said student body President Mark Geary. Of every
credit hour a student pays
for, $1.29 is taken out and appropriated for capital improvement, Geary said.

1

THE BROTHERS OF PI KAPPA

ALPHA APOLOGIZE FOR
OMITTING THE SISTERS OF
ALPHA CHI OMEGA IN LAST
WEEKS FUTIJRE.
The error was that
of the Future, and
the pape.r regrets
the error.

We would like .
to welcome the sisters back
to school.

FINE JEWELRY AND GIFTS

• 200/oOFF
5685 Red Bug Lake Road

Casselberry, Florida 32708

6w.

Telephone

I1011699·0680

Large Selection of Precious Gems
Remounts
Custom Jewelry Design
Jewelry and Watch Repair
Sieko Watches
Gold Jewelry
Gold Chains From Italy
Diamonds
.

Lay Away Plans Available

l

~ ~ l:J

~

.

Store Hours
N
10- 7 Mon. thru Friday ·
10-SSaturday
----~~---Closed Sunday
Tuskawilla Road
~
v·

~

-

>.
I

~

PANHELLENl.C
CONGRATULATES
THEIR
RHO CHI'S
FOR AN OUTSTANDING
JOB!
We h·ave some super pledges

OUR DEEPEST
THANKS TO ·
ANNE B. KERR
Advisor to Panhellennic
for her leadership.and
. dedication during rush
Thanks Anne,
PANHELLENIC
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Cliches' meanings prove c·onfusing
Actually, this cliche warns
people not to depend on some
Although cliches are often future event before it occurs.
criticized as being tired, trite or Seventy-five percent defined it
just plain overused, an infor- correctly, while 19 percent
mal study indicates that many were incorrect and 6 percent
people do not know what they did not know.
mean.
Similarly, a 44-year-old
One hundred persons bet- teacher thought "a bird in the
ween the ages of 16 and 65 hand" meant, "When you have
were asked to define the a chance to get a hold of
something, take the chance.
following cliches:
You may never get your
•A stitch in time saves nine.
• The pot i~ calling the kettle dream.''
black.
Fifty percent knew the
•A ro~g stone gathers no correct definition - that what
moss.
. you possess is worth twice
•A bird in the hand is worth what you admire, but do not
two in the bush, and
possess. Twenty-five percent
•Do not count your chickens did not know and another 25
before they are hatched.
, percent interpret.eel it incorrec.
tly.
More than a third either said
they did not know what the
As for the rolling stone,
cliches· meant or answered in- people weren't sure whether it
correctly.
should keep moving or stop .
moving.
For instance, a 27-year-old
college graduate thought . A 44-year-old teacher was
"don't count your chickens" quite sure that it meant,
meant, ''It is okay to think ''Someone who shifts from
about the future but don't place to place never gets any
dwell on in it.''
roots -- they never really

succeed." Thirty-four percent
agreed.

PROFESSIONAL
Rl!SUME
DESIGN
Inter-view ski·fls & marketing techniques
Cover letters for professional acceptance
Proficient typing & word processing services
Career assessment testing & interpretation
. Economical ,prompt & guaranteed satisfaction
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by Michelle Naspinski
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A CONDOMINUM
WE'RE HARD TO FIND
-Our off-the-~ighway location makes
for a unique atmosphere ii') Winter Park.
-We offer 2 be~rooms, 2 baths, pool,
jacuzzi, great ·a ppliances, and
, peace & quiet near U.C.F.

'REMEMBER, WE'RE HARD TO
FIND, SO CALL

67.7-5947
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No Closing
-Costs.
Special Pre-Construction
Prices
from $42
.
.
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.
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University Blvd .
~

894-7726
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I

2111E.MichiganAve.,Suite126,0rlando,FL32806
10% off with current student l.D.

i

.

N
Colon(aJ Dr.

sultants, 1nc.1
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Yet, a 24-year-old student
thought it meant, "Keep busy
and you'll make it effectively
down life's road." Thirty-nine
percent agreed with that interpretation. Ninteen percent did
not know and 8 percent answered incorrectly
both
interAlthough
pretations may have become
accepted in popular usage, the
latter is probably the original
definition. The saying was used
by farmers who meant if people
keep busy, the ills of idleness
will not afflict them.
Some persons tried to explain the meaning of "the pot.
calling the kettle black" by
giving an example.
"It's Uke a Ku Klux Klan
member calling someone a
bigot," an 18-year-old college
student said. Sixty-seven percent interpreted that cliche
correctly, while 18 percent did
not know and 15 percent answered incorrectly.

before he resigned in July to
teach. Clark is currently on a
one-year sabbatical.
Machock's hiring ends an
exhaustive search which saw
UCF's Athletic Department
interview more than 100 can.didates for the job.
The Knights open their
season against Valdosta State
on Nov. 21.

THE HAlB SHOP
ttecision Stj,le Cµt $8.00 ·

S.R. 50

Full SerYlce Salbn

·

7300 Swallow Run, Winter LPark 32792
TeJephone: (305) 677-5947

Walk-17lS Welcome

10509 E . Colonial Dr.
(\\'inn Di"'~ Center)

282-1700·

l\'MRTEK DEVELOP~ENT CO. OF FLO~A, INC._• ; . . =H=N=i<:>N=PA:R:K==·=====D:a:i:ly:9:-5:&:T:h:u:rs:.":til=8=...4~

:WHY TAKE A CHANCE?.
I

<

Call for an ESCORT
.To your car or dorm
8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
'

'''

.''

.

CALL

'

'

2424·
STUDENT ESCORT PATROL SERVICE
~

A. Student Government University Police Sponsor~d Service
(.

-

.-

-

Anyone no.t wishing to
be listed in the 1983-84
Campus Telephone
·Di.rectory or anyone

SHARE

wishing to update

COST

their current telphone nurpber please
contact Richard
Possein or the office of
. Student Government
..
immediately at room
200 or ext. 2191
'
I

THE

OF
UYING.

!

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.
This space contributed as a public service
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UCF Health Center proves to _be 'a ·real bargain''
by Wayne Starr
Future sloff

The student body at UCF varies
greatly. But whether you are young
or old, freshman or graduate student, full-time engineering major
with a 15-hour load or a part-timer
carrying six hours, you have at least
one thing in common with each of
your fellow students. Everybody
pays the same $18 health fee.
A~d according to Dr. Edward W.
Stoner, Director of Health Services,
it's a good thing they do. Because
without it, Stoner says the Student
health center could not exist.
Stoner says his department
receives absolutely no outside. funding~ "We have to run the whole
show, pay all the salaries,
everything, out of that $18."
In addition to salaries, all equipment, including electrocardiograph
(EKG), orthopedic, and other pieces
of very expensive medical
technology must be paid for out of
the budget of about $270,000.
. Stoner insists- the health center
must have the expensive gear. "We
have to have the equipment to see
patients," he says, "so we operate
on a shoestring, buying equipment
on a piece-by-piece basis.''
. The lack of funds ha.s caused one

Library ·

frompage 4

cuts. If the program is successful, many books can be
purchased making the loss of
funding less noticeable to
UCF students.
According to James
Donovan, executive director
and director of development
for the UCF Foundation;
"Parents of UCF students
.will obviously have a selfinterest in building up the
library's acquisitions. Their
donations will · not only
enhance the quality of the
librar-y but also help their
sons and daughters that use
it. ;,

problem the health center has had
difficulty coping with. "We are so
undrestaffed it isn't funny," Stoner
· lamented, referring to the staff of
dootors which includes only himself
and two half-time physicians.
''We need enough staff to keep the
waiting time down. The waiting
room is always jammed and you
can't do more than one-on-one; one
patient-one doctor.
Because outside funding does not
exist, Stoner says relief won't be
coming soon. He said he feels that at
least two more full-time physicians
are needed to jprovide adequate
health care.
Eventually, Stoner adds,
"something's going to have to be
done. Our people are breaking their
backs. Another staffer just resigned
last week because the work load was
just too much." The center treats
almost 2,000 patients each month.
Despite the staffing shortage,
Stoner is quite pleased with the
facility, which is only three years
old. The facility has six examining
rooms, as well as a physical therapy
room and a fully stocked pharmacy,
in which prescriptions are filled at a
reduced ·r ate. EKG, ultrasound and·
x-ray services are also available.
"The physical facility is excellent,"
Stoner says.

Porn Glmsonlfuture

Two of the nine beds the health center has for patients
'

Because the center has nine beds
(10 or more, and it has to register as
a hospital) students can save lots of
money by recuperating from
surgery on campus rather than in a
hospital. "For example," Stoner
said, ''a student can get his appendix out in a hospital and then be
transferred here. We have the same
conveniences as a hospital--:electric
beds, color TV, and nurses on duty,
round-the-clock."
Complaints handled by the staff
vary according to the season-flu in
flu season, upper respiratory problems when the weather changes.
"We are prepared for anything,"

Help our

'

Stoner says, "heart trouble, lungs,
car wrecks-anything that can happen in the outside world can happen
here-and does.''
The State Board of Regents
recently li~ted the limit on health
fees. The president of each of the
nine state universities is now free to
set the health fee. Stoner says the
fee at the University of Florida· is
"almost $50 and rising."
"That $18 is the biggest bargain I
know of," Stoner said. "One trip to
an outside physician is usually more
thaii that."

WATERBED·

colle~es cope

with fuflation.
Them'?ney
. you_gwe
may decide
whether I'm to be
· or not to be.

SALE
$149 complete
FLORIDA

"Tm;

-William Shakespeare

W ATERBED Co~P.

WATERBED PROFESSIONALS SINCE

678-1951

WINTER PARK

Poer, Actor, Playwrirhr

YOU are welcome at the First
Baptist Church Of Oviedo
5 MILES NORTH OF UCF
ON ALAFAYA TRAIL
WILLIAM R. MARR, D. MIN.,
.·
PASTOR
365-3484
Worship

V. Rand Saltsgaver, Attorney
Personal Injury and Wrongful Death
Defective Product Injuries
Criminal Law

Initial consultation
available without charge
16 West Pine Street
Orlando, Florida (305) 841-0342

8:30 am, 11:00 am, & 7:00 pm
College & Career Bible Study
9:45 al!l
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ample. That change was made
in April of this year after
Drigger was killed in a car accident in the summer of 1982.
J uge said Goree has received several requests to name
-"Star Wars" some part of the new library
addition after Dr. John
-Championship BaseballWashington, the sociology
-Gyruss-Q-bertprofessor who died this past
· -ChexX Ice HockeyMarch. "We'd like to set up a
John Washington collection
Plus 26 More Top Gam_es
to represent his area of study 3012 N. Goldenrod Rd.
Sun. 11am-9pm
or perhaps his heritage,''
(Belmont
Plaza)
M.-Th.
11am-10pm.
Juge said.
,
F.-s. 11am-12md
.J uge added he will be 677-4420
_,.
meeting with library director
1,
Lynn Walker this week as
UCF Boulevard
11
well as members of the library
foundation to discuss - the ...- - - -...- - - - - - - - - - - - - . -....
>
1·
0
Gamestreet ::0
Washington memorial. ''We
a
0
want to do this right," Juge
<
a
USA
a
a.
said, "We'll want a picture
and a plaque to commemorate
Q.
I
I

x -----------------1
t-----...
~

Dr. Washington's contribution in an appropriate
fashion."

-

Colonial Drive

1971"

Clfu. ea~uai f1mage
Located in the
University Square
Shopping Ce~te(
J.EE
(ilO

YOU BABE
JORDA CHE
CALVIN
BLASS

10°/o Discount WlUCF l.D.
-Junior & Missy
7430 University Blvd.
Orlando, Fla.671-9916.
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Dangers of Alafaya lay on jogging path

An Unproved library
The first round of construction on UCF's library is completed and the results are remarkable. The "new look" is
more comfortable and, most importantly, more conducive
to studying.
The first floor, formally the building's basement, has a
study area accented on one side by a row of skylights that
allow sunlight in to penetrate the -foggy minds of
students who've been at the books too long. At night,
they reveal a garnet of stars th~ sight of which can be as
refreshing as a spontaneous joke after a tense conversation.
The designers of the library have given us something to
be proud of because the building is as functional as it is
attractive. The study areas are more spacious, the book
space has been greatly increased and access to the han·
dicapped will be improved when the mountainous ramp in
the front of the.older portion is removed. The UCF library
finally is taking the form of the practical, comfortable
study area it should have been a long time ago.
We should be willing to put up with the continued inconvenience a bit longer with the knowledge that the product of our patience will be a much better library.

Kiosk an eyesore
- Now if only the powers that be would take a cue from
the library and do something about the Student Govern·
ment Kiosk.
This plywood monstrosity has been a festering sore on
this campus for too long. Ancient pealing, gold paint and
a design about as aesthetically pleasing as the ramp tolls
at New Smyrna Beach make this hovel suitable bondfire
material. It is more than a bad reflection on Student
Government, it is a monument to tacky stucco lovers
everywhere.
Former student body President Tico Perez had a plan
that would have solved this problem last year. His intention was to tear down the kiosk, put up a type of
prefabricated building and. then brick it to give it the appearance of the campus' general architecture. The
building would house the Student Government ticket
program and even have room for a student typing room.
Its centrally located position would have made it much
more convenient for the students.
Not a bad idea. Why wasn't it ever carried out? People
in Student Government say the UCF's administration
nixed the plan and the boys in the administration insist
they've never heard of the plan.
The point is, this plan, or any plan that calls for the
destruction of the kiosk, is a good plan that should be im·
plimented. immediately.
As students we should demand better.
Michael E. Griffin
Editor in chief
Rather know nothing than half-know much.
Nietzsche
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Plenty has been written and
said about the dangers of
Alafaya Trail, and despite efforts to improve it-potholes
have been filled and turn
lanes added-it is still a very
dangerous strip of asP.halt.
Holes resembling ·excava·
tion sites and lead-footed
students late for class contribute to daily perils on the
road, but the real problem lies
about 15 feet east of the road.
It is a matter of hormones
and distraction.
The pedestrians and
cyclists who use the sidewalk
constitute the greatest
danger to the drivers.
Combine one driver making
a left-hand turn with an easily
distracted young man in a car
behind him and add a female
jogging by, and you have a
great recipe for a rear-end collision.
If the car in front is a Pinto,
the result could be
disasterous.
I use an example of a male
driver and a female jogger,
although it could work either
way (or in more complex com-

binations). I mention a Pinto
because I owned one. Only my
engine blew instead of the gas
tank.
Women, however, aren't as
potentially dangerous behind
the wheel because they are
more subtle when ap·
preciating members 9f the opposite sex. A quick glance.
Maybe a smile. Many can probably eye a guy and drive at
the same time.
Males; on the other hand,
are much more obvious and
usually foolish-looking when
admiring females. They whip
their heads around rivaling
Linda Blair in The Exorcist,
hang their mouths open, and
become oblivious to all else.
Many bump into anything
nearby while simply walking.
A person driving a 4,000 pound
car in that condition has the
· potential to do a lot more
damage.
The problem isn't unique to
Alafaya Trail, but the design
of the road and amount of
traffic, combined with the
quantity of parading flesh
makes it particularly

dangerous.
Personally, I think the
kamikazees who play frisbee
at the beach, darting around
cars driven by bikini-brained
bozos are way up there on the
bravery and stupidity scale.
A rumor out of Hollywood
tells the story that Bo Derek
was tested for the movie "10"
by standing on a busy corner,
and causing 10 fender benders in
less than an hour, earning her
the lead.
But the real problem is how
Alafaya Trail can be made
safe.
A designated scenic lane
with a 5 mph speed limit
could be put in for drivers
who wish to ogle or perhaps
converse with pedestrians
while they drive.
A tall fence blocking the
view of the sidewalk could be
installed.
·Pedestrians and cyclists
could be asked to dash into
the woods when a car approaches.
Hardly practical, .but then
sometimes it's better just to
' live danger<?usly.

Fro01 our readers
WUCF sports director defends hiring professional
Editor:
I appreciate· Sports Editor
Lee Lerner's · candidness on
how he feels about our hiring
a professional announcer for
our football broadcasts.
However, he shows a lack of
knowledge and the subject in
the very first sentence of his
editorial on Friday, Sept. 9.
May I quote? ''In what seems
like another deliberate move
to alienate student activity at
WUCF, the station's sports
department has hired a professional non-student to do
play-by-play broadcasting for
UCF football games."
The first three words tell
me, Mr. Lerner, that you do
not have all of your facts
straight. That is a shame.
After talking to me for about
30 minutes on Tuesday, as

Letter Policy
Some letters may be designated
as guest editorials at the editor's
discretion, with the permission of
the writer. All submitted material
becomes' the copyrighted property
of the Future i:iewspaper.
Letters to the editor must be'
delivered to the Future by 5 p.m. on
the Monday before publication. Letters must be typed, double spaced
on a 60-spaced line and should not
be more than 250 words in length.
All letters must be signed with the
author's phone number to be considered for publication. Under certain circumstances, writers' names
will be witheld upon request. All letters are subject to editing.

member

B:I

Associated
Col leg late

Press

well as speaking with Keith staff qualified to do these
Fowles, Vicki Venturini and broadcasts. You mention that
Dave Bachynski, you should neither Vicki or John
have· been able to tell why we Meyerholz was asked to do
had no other choice to act as the broadcasts. That is true.
we did.
But we have never asked
As I mentioned to you in anyone to do a broadcast and
our phone conversation, we
do not have anyone on ~ur
WUCF,page9

IFC too hard on Pikes
.l!;dltor:
This letter wishes to address a member of our illustrious governing bodies,
the Inter-Fraternity council,
specifically the IFC Judicial
Board.
My concern reguards the r.ecent indictment and "conviction" of the Pi Kappa Alpha
Fraternity of wrong doing
and rule breaking prior to and
during rush week. The

charges include early advertisement of the fraternity and
also early pledge initiation
which induced the all powerful IFC Judicial · Board to
issue a harsh and unprecedented penalty in·
eluding a $500 fine, a one year
probbtion, and ineligibility
for IFC awards next year.
These penalties are equal to
crimes such as breaking and
Pikes, page 9
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entering, petty theft and il- of your judicial board.
Fraternity Council seems to include the Tau Kappa Ep- organizations but I think that
legal trespassing.
I agree
Furthermore, all I have need a lesson in logic and silon annual steal a portolet, myself and the Greeks of
that IFC's duty is to govern seen of your meddling knowledge that the same write obsenities on it and UCF are tired of these milk
and oversee the activities of wisdom is the penalizing ot rules apply to all fraternities. place it on UCF property. and cookie games IFC and
all chartered fraternities in- one of the top campus frater- Who were you protecting or Also, the Alpha Tau Omega panhellenic are playing. Be
cluding pledge protection nities for the second year in a fooling by placing dates and Greek wave poster including fair IFC or at least be consisfrom harmful activities such row, · the first of which was times on rush and advertise- fraternity men engaged in im- tent. I for one am tired of
as drinking and driving and when PKA was facing ment? Ask SAE, Lambda aginative acts with sorority biased boards and prejudiced
hazing tactics. However, I fail charges of grand theft when Chi Alpha, and Sigma Chi women. Where is your governing bodies .. We are in
to see your logic or wisdom Sigma Alpha Epsilon notified about their "brother" parties authority all-mighty IFC? college to learn, grow and enportrayed through your petty the Sheriff's Dept. about a prior to school.
Your next step will probably joy our college life not tip-toe
rules or the strong right hand fraternity prank. Your Inter- · Some other discrepancies do like Panhellenic does. They around ignorant rules. You
forbid all greek women from have penalized over a hunWUCF----------------------frompage8
telling people which sorority dred members of one fraternith~se
broadcasts,
w~
will
let
they're
associated with, and ty because of these rules~ Now
then found out if they could events. If we fail to do the
them
do
so.
Until
that
time,
do it. In all of our "live" best job possible, not only
they don't allow them to wear that you have reached your
sports broadcasts, th~ first will we lose our funding from we fully intend to allow Dave buttons or jerseys. That is goal maybe you will back off
few times an announcer is on Red Lobster, but the universi- Bachynski to do play-by-play. great, so they wear buttons or give your authority to a
I expect my staff to be pro- on purses, write names on responsible governing body
the air is as a color announcer. ty's athletic department
They do not give cars and talk secretly. Try to such as Mark Geary and stu·fessional.
The games are taped and might decide that it's time to
dent government.
enforce that!
only
one
side
of a story.
evaluated by the manage- reassign the rights to another
Name withheld by request
I
feel
rules
are
needed
in
all
Tracy Clayton
ment staff. If we feel enough station(s). Then we would not
progress has been made, we be able to do any broadcasts
classes should be given a chance to work
then allow that person to of any kind for any reason.
tribution is relieving insom- quire a term paper or his tests
move into a play-by-play posi- You tell me, is it such an evil
thing to want to present the Editor:
are easy. And as long as tapes
nia.
tion if he so desires.
TV classes are also of the lectures are available
Though I agree with your
Mr. Lerner failed to men- best product we possibly can?
Just as we do not allow an observation that corralling 50 economical. Instead of hiring for students to watch when
tion that both Vicki and John,
announcer
to begin his train- students into a classroom to three or four wastes of life, they want, nothing can be
as well as several other
ing
on
the
FM station (he view a videotape of a lecture universities can hire one com· more convenient and acmembers of our staff, are used
must
prove
himself on the is not conducive to learning, I petent professional.
comodating.
as support personnel at all of
AM
station
first),
we do not disagree with your conclusion
Students can also benefit
The situatio;n you describe
our home games. No, we do
not gain experience from allow a sportscaster to begin . that "TV classes don't belong from an education via the tube. in you editorial is a bad one
If everybody taking the same and appears to be a step
"watching Irv and Brent on his training doing play-by- in higher education."
TV may be impersonal but class has the same instructor! backward in the area of proSundays.'' We gain ex- play on our most-listened-to
perience by listening to our broadcasts. I mentioned to at least it can be interesting. there can be no discrepancy gressive equcatioii.
However, television classes
already experienced crew do a you last week that we are con- I'd much prefer watching a as to the worth of a grade.
tinually
training
our
staff
so
Class
requirements
can
be
tape
of
a
sharp,
witty
proare
an economical option and
professional job.
that
we
do
not
have
to
rely
on
standardized
and
there
would
should
be given a chance in
fessor
who
can
make
any
We are in a unique position
outside
help
to
present
our
be
no
clamoring
topic
seem
exciting
to
the
at
registrahigher
education.
of having the opportunity to
do exclusive broadcasts of all product. As soon as we have real-life performance of some tioµ to get into Professor X's
Wayne Starr
of the university sporting the staff that we feel can do dull deadbeat whose sole con- class because he doesn't re-
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Face it . .. you've always wanted to fly! Many of us have had the feeling . . an~ for some it has never
gone away.
.
If you have that feeling,·then you'r_e in-luc.k. Air Force RO}C Flight ln~truction P~ogram (FIP) ~~ available to
you. It's designed to teach -you the basics of flight through flying lessons 1n small mrcraft at a_c1v1l1an operated
flying school.
.
.
.
.
The program is an EXTRA for cadets who can qualify to become Air Fore~ p1lo_ts through ~ir Fore~ ROTC.
Taken during the senior year in college, FIP is the first step for the cadet who 1s going on to Air Force Jet pilot
training after graduation.
This is all reserved for the cadet who wants to get
his life off the ground ... with Air Force silver pilot
wings. Check it out today.

·contact:
Capt. Mark Coyne
. Humanities.8t Fine Arts
Room 214
275-2264

HOT'C
·Sttldent Ratel ..\ -.D~ce~t~ "r line ~

(!LASSIFIED

for sale

. help wanted

For sale 25" Magnavox color TV recently
serviced.very good condition asking $200
or best offer. Call 657-0996.

Part-time help ·wanted. No experience
necessary. Herbal World, 641 N. Mills Ave.,
Orlando. Call 896-1017for an appt.

Yamaha 400: 8600 miles 1980 mag
wheels.new goodyear rear tires.new battery,windshleld,two helmets.luggage
rack,60mpg,very clean . Special $800. Call
6n.7158

Babysitter needed in my home, Mon-Fri,
2pm to 6pm. Must have own car and
references. Call 896-5828 eve. & ..veekends.

COOPER OFFICE SERVICE-Typing by a
professional-fast-depe!'dable-273-0553.

Part-time home cleaners needed. $3.75/hr
to start flex. hours to flt your schedule.must
have car and phone. Call 671-7463. Leave
name and number.

Theses, term papers. Editing, fast turn
around, pick up and delivery on campus.
Competitive rates. Call Dave 851-0358.

Colorful, embroidered Mexican dresses. All
sizes, call 644-6631.

BYOB BE ·vouR OWN BOSS. $29.95 starts you
in your own business earnings of .SS0,000
Baldwin Console Piano good condition 5 r.md up per year complete training. Call
years old $1000. Call 671-8468.
869-8021

.

Earn $500 or more ·each · school year.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Flexible hours. Monthly payments for
placing posters on campus. Bonus based
on results. Prlies awarded as well. 800-5260883.
One or two roommates wanted to share a
three bedroom house. Male or female,15 Interested in learning about UCF by reporminutes from campus washer/dryer, 2 car ting its news? If so, call Roger at 275-2601.
garage $142-$220 a month plus utilities
depending on the number of roommates.
Call 678-3846.
Part-time help wanted entertainment/
community relations assistant for national
Furnished opts. 1/bdrm-$275 2bdrm/2bth corporation--required professional at2/3people - $350 4/$375 3600 Khayyam 1itude/flexible hours includes stage/sound
system assembly. $600 per month. Send
Ave. Call 273-0768.
resume to P.O. Box 2950, Winter
Park,Fl.,32790.
1 screen reliable roommates, call Sue at
- 282-8126.

roommates

t-----------------4

American Services Roommate needed,
female, $110 plus utll. near UCF 425-7122.

typists

i;>eadline:
Monday at Noon

services

EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term·
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc.
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc., INTRODUCING the musicians referral service
and editing included. Reasonable. Call 282·8126 musicians in touch with muslcians.
Bea, 678-1386.

Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs.
experience at low rates. Call DAY or
EVENINGS, 678-4360.
Fast professional typing services, IBM
equipment. 1 mile from UCF, Z75-1709 P.atsy.

ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy,
confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control
Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia Ave.
Available by phone 24 hours a day: 4220606; or toll free 1-800-432-8517
ABORTION SERVICES, blrth control information, pregnancy tests and counseling.
VD screening, low cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women 's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898:0921

Computer word processing, customized
resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc.
From $1.50/pg. Call Don, 678-3173.
TYPING/WORD PROCE~SING. Professional at.'tention to individual typing needs. Superior
quality. Work Is guaranteed. Close to U.C.F.
Discounts to students. Hours 8A-10P, M-F;
12N-10P,SA & SU by appt. Plan ahead and
avoid disappointment. You can depend on
JUDY'S Business Service, 273-5298.
Typing service available, 11 years experience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 2756257.
TYPING. Quality/assurance In 30 yrs exper.
IBM Sel.ll. Dlss,thesls,reports,letters resumes.
UCF employee & 1 mile from UCF. Marti 3656874.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
Term papers, Thesis, dissertations, research
RESUMES
papers, resumes, cover, letters and typing.
Designed/typed - 671-3007.
All work prepared on Word Processors for
error free 'neatness. We have IBM
Dlsplaywriter, IBM Mag Card, and A.B. Dick t-----~-.;__----------1
·1()1. .
Magna SL Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR
C::Lmic
UNIVERStTY VILLAS
COLLEGE - We have 10 employees for fast
Furnished & Unfurnished $245-$270
service - All are former or current UCF
·, 1nci1v1ciua1 Confldent101
2 Pools, Tennis Courts
students. One Day Sentice Available - 671Gynecologists
3007.
Overweight students to participate in com··s,:;~aker Service
-On·slte bus_S'{(!. to Ug£. ~.,,9<>1onlal Mall
puterized counseling program for weight ·
'2233 LEE.
WINTER PARK.
reduction.
Need a report typed? For all your typing
Age: 18-25
Large room and private bath. Professional needs my full service gives you fast acSex: Mor F
lady will share nice home in Arbor Ridge curate and professional results. Only 3 miles
Ton
Weight: must be at least 10 lbs over
with responsible female.nonsmoker. Only from UCF call 275-5185.
Metropolitian 1983 tables.
11/2 miles from UCF. $225per month includes
Health: Must be free from health problems
utilities. Please call 273-5298.
which would prevent exercise.
Typing/word Processing. Thesls,ReporContact: Susan Kilduff,PH321 ext 2547 Tues.,
ts,Resumes,etc. High quality fyplng at & Thurs. 9-5, Fri. 9-1 .
Do you need student housing? Call Sue at reasonable rates. Close to campus. Call
282·8126.
Cindy at 671-3325 or 660-1220, Day or Eve.

-~for rent
273-5610

"wanted

?(g·~
r ~oc

. •

eounseilng

·Ro.

. -'628-0405:

Free aoa-432:5249
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Free rock and movie videos showing on campus
by Rod Durham
Encore staff

In the hope of taking advantage of
the latest trend in popular entertainment, both the Program and Ac·
tivities Council and The Inter-Hall
Council are showing free VCR (video
cassette recorder) motion pictures to
students on campus.
Films shown through PAC are
handled by its cinema committee,
who is also responsible for the films
shown on Friday and Sunday nights
in the Student Center Auditorium.
The VCR movies have been playing
at the Knight's Den Cinema Pub
since the first week of this semester.
''We feel this is an alternative way
to bring in relatively inexpensive
entertainment and make the

Knight's Den more popular with
students," said PAC President Al
.1:1·erguson. ''This is basically a deal
between PAC and SAGA," he said.
SAGA, UCF's food service, runs
specials during the video showings,
he added.
.
In addition to showing recent film
releases and cinema classics, PAC is
showing rock videos similar to those
shown on MTV and also rock artists
in concert, Ferguson said.
The rock videos are shown on
weekdays from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and
the films are shown in the late afternoon and evenings at varied times.
According to Ferguson there is no
specific VCR schedule, but films are
advertised in the Knights Den two
to three days in advance. It is set up
this way, he sai<;l, so students can re-

quest what films they would like to
see.
Requests can be made at the PAC
office, which is room 205 in the Student Center.
Movies are also showing in the
Commons building, located near
Orange, Seminole and Brevard Hall.
"Last summer, the Inter-Hall ·Coun:
cil showed Animal House on VCR in
the Commons and had a toga party
afterwards,'' said Seminole Hall
Resident Assistant Steve Gizinski.
According to Gizinski, that summer
party was the inspiration for showing films in the Commons on a
regular basis.
.
Gizinski insists. thousrh, that the
Inter-Hall Council shows nothing
compete with PAC. "We don't show
films th~t (the PAC's) cinema com-

mittee shows on Friday and Sunday.
They have their list of films and
: Inter-Hall Council is not trying to
from that list. We also do not have
showings in the Commons on
Fridays and Sundays, because that
would conjlict with the films shown
in the SCA.''
Like PAC-sponsored· films, films
shown in the Commons are open to
everyone. There is no definite
schedule for films shown in the Commons. Movies such as Flashdance or
48 Hrs. that have strong attendance
may be ~hown three days straight,
while some films may be shown only
once because of bad attendance.
Gizinski said he believes films will
be shown in the Commons indefinitely.

Therapist crusades fOr sex awa.reness
by David Wersinger
Encore s1off

Dr. Ruth Westheimer,
noted sex therapist, told a
packed Student Center
Auditorium Monday that she
came to educate them and
make society more sexually
literate.
Though she believes that
today's youth are by far the
most sexually-in-the-know,
she says she thinks they're
still sexually ignorant,
especially about contraception. "When we are children,
we are taught to recognize
every part of the body except
what lies between the waist
and the knees. It's as if our
genitals don't exist."
So, through frank 1ecture
and her radio show,
W estheimer clears up any
questions a person has about
sex and relationships. She

covers it all, from premature moved to Paris where she met
ejaculation to bestiality, from her second husband, and gave
the infamous G-spot to birth to her first child,
voyeurism, from homosex· Miriam. This marriage didn't
uality to masturbation. No last either. ''He was a
subject is too touchy, too delightful young man, but I
kinky or too bizarre. Even sil- knew it couldn't be for a
ly questions get serious lifetime." Ruth came to
answers. ''A question might America in 1956, and after
seem funny to you, but there three years, having arrived in
is always someone out there the United States without
who desperately needs to speaking a word of English,
Westheimer earned her
·know.''
Westheimer' s background master's degree. She married
suggests an early talent in the her current husband, Fred,
field of human sexuality. who is the father of her son,
- - - - - - - - - - - - J o e l . Westheimer and her hus''Good
sex
is band have been married for 21
anything that is im· vears.
Westheimer's educational
aginative, never boring qualifications are impressive.
and doesn't hurt the She has a doctorate from Col·
umbia University, a degree in
other person.''
psychology from the SorDr. Ruth Westheimer bonne in France and a
~----------~ master's degree in sociology
Born in Germany to Jewish form the New School for Eddie Murphy and Nick Nolte st.ar in 48 Hours, one of the most
parents, she was sent to a Social Rese~ch. She is also popular movies shown at the Commons.
school in Swizterland to an associate professor in the
escape Hitler when she was Human Sexuality Teaching
10 years old. W estheimer Program at New York
never saw her parents again. Hospital-Cornell Medical
She assumes they died in · Center; she is a consultant at
Nazi concentration camps. In NYU-Bellevue Hospital
1945, Westheimer imigrated Medical Center and she keeps
to Israel, where she soon wed. up a private practice in . b D .d W .
Y aVI
ersinger
The multi-faceted Thicke,
"I married the first man who psychotherapy, specializing
• Of- her Encore staff
though relatively unknown to
asked me," she says of this in sexual dysfunction.
American audiences, is no
first marriage. They stayed private practice, Westheimer
His interviewing style sug- stranger to television. A
together for five years before says, "I am expensive. But if
gests .a young Johnny Carson, native of Ontario, Canada,'
finally separating.
Sex, page 12
his bizarre backstage antics Thicke began his career
After leaving Israel, she
echo a watered-down David writing television comedy
Letterman, his singing hints specials for the Canadian
of a hip Mike Douglas and his Broadcasting Corporation.
guitar playing brings to mind After a short stint with the
an electrified Merv Griffin.
CBC, he moved on to
If imitation is the sincerest Hollywood and began writing
form of flattery, then Alan for a variety of series and talk
Thicke, host of the syndicated shows, including The Richard
was Friday and ABC 's Lottery to offer, Americans better be talk show, Thicke of the Pryor Show and Fernwood 2
was staring me in the face. (Afprepared for a long, desolate Night, is television's most Night. Later, he produced
specials starring Olivia
ter all, one can't go bowling winter-or a quick switch of versatile copycat.
WOFL-Channel
35
schedulNewton-John, Anne Murray
every night.)
the dial.
ed
the
one-and-a-half
hour
and
Barry Manilow,.as 'well as
Hopefully, ABC has saved
Lottery stars two men, Ben
show
this
.
f
all
for
the
11:30
writing
and singing the theme
their best shows for last. More Murphy as the employee of a
p.m.
to
1
a.m.
ti~e slot to songs for Different Strokes,
probable though, ABC felt lottery firm that regularly
compete with NBC's The Facts of Life and over 30
Lottery was a winner and hands out checks of two or Best of Carson and Late other series. ·
debut.edit early to get a jump three million dollars; and Mar·
NiKht with pavid Letterman.
But this "jack-of-all-trades,
on the competition in those all- shall Colt as an employee of the
US ma~azme re~orted. that _master of none," quality acimportant ratings wars. (Most IRS, ready to confiscate Uncle
more than 9~ statI?ns picked tually hurts Thicke rather
new shows won't start for Sam's share of the winnings.
up the sh.o~ mcluding several than helps him. On camera, he
.another 3 to 4 weeks.) But if
Like Love Boat and Fantasy NBC affiliates that dumped comes across as too straight
this show, judged by Friday's
Carson to pick up Thicke of
'
premiere, is the best ABC has
ABC,pagel2
Thicke, page 15
the Nif.[ht.

Copycat Thicke provides
alternative to Carson

Pam GlmsonlFuture

Dr. Ruth Westheimer
Commentary

ABC fall shows lpck intelligence, depth
by Wayne Starr
Encore stolf

Like most, I suffered through
summer .r eruns, anxiously
awaiting the start of the new
fall television season. So, when
the first new show, NBC's We
Got It Made debuted last
Thursday, I did what all longtime TV viewers would do. I
went bowling.
But this only allowed a temporary respite from the
inevitable. Before I knew it, it
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Coim~g Attractions ...
The Fall Catalog of
Cultural Classes is now
available, free, from the
Council of Arts and Sciences.
The
Catalog
lists
organizations offering
classes in drawing, painting,
sculpture,
ceramics,
photography, crafts, dance,
theater, music and science.
Special classes in calligraphy,
Christmas wreath arranging,
and stained glass are also
listed.
To obtain a free catalog of
Cultural · Class.es, · send a
stamped, self-addressed no.

10 envelope to Fall Catalog of
Classes, Council of
Arts and ·Sciences, 1900 N.
Mills Ave., Suite 2, Orlando,
Fla, 32803.
Cult~al

•••
An "Introduction to Signs
and Lettering" and a course
in "Pastels" have been added
to the fall term of classes
which begins the week of
Sept. 26 at the Loch Haven
Art Center.
William Stiles, a graphic
artist with WED Show
Productions at Diseny World,

will tea~h an "Introduction to
Signs and Lettering" from 710 p.m. Thursdays.
"Pastels" will be taught by
Waldron Cluett from l -4 p.m.
Wednesdays and will focus on
the techniques involved in
working in this specialized,
delicate medium.
Call 896-4231 for a class
schedule and fee information.

tion 5:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
"First Showings " will run
thr9ugh Oct. 15.
Focus gallery is located upstairs above Creative Art
Gallery, 324 Park Avenue
North, Winter Park and is
open Wednesday through
Saturday, 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Admission is free. For more
i.p.formation, call 647-6858

•••

•••

The UCF Art Department
The Focus Gallery of fine
Gallery announces "Painart photpgraphy presents
"First Showings,"
new tings and Drawings" by
Richard Heipp. The exhibit
work by photographers Bill
will run from Sept. 20 - Oct.
Loving, Mark Ritter and Cliff
18 in FA 305 from 8 a.m. ta
Heenie. The gallery will re4:30 p.m., Monday through
open after its summer hiatus
Friday. Everyone is invited.
on Sept. 9 with a ' gala recep-

an

When you're·in a tight spot,
good friends will help _you out.

Sex---from page 11

you come to me with little or
no money, I'd gladly help you
for nothing.'' ·
Though some religious
leaders have called her treatment of sex immoral
W estheimer maintains that
she is a conservative at heart.

"I don't want to call my self
old-fashioned, but I do believe
very strongly in marriage and
the nuclear family." She
doesn't reconune~d promiscuity, and in fact, calls it
"desperation." Some subjects,
according
to
Westheimer, such as incest,
sadism and child pornography, are taboo.~tllJ,she
is firm in her conviction that
whatever makes one happy
sexually, can never be called
bad or immoral. .
"Good sex, says Dr. Ruth,
, is anything that is imaginative, sensitive, never
boring and doesn't hurt the
other partner." She hopes
som~day everyone will be able
to achieve sexual satisfaction
ana openly discuss their problems. Fo:r; now, however,
she's content with the role of
teacher in her battle for sexual literacy.
I

,

·A BC---from p_age 11
Island, Lottery has three
separate story-lines, all intertwined with Murphy and Colt's
characters.
The premiere episode's storylines were extraordinarily
stupid. In one, a sister's evil
boyfriend tried to steal the
winnings that rightfully
belonged to her slightly retarded brother. The second
showed the trials and
tribulations of a suddenly rich
lady cop (Should I buy the Porsche or is a station wagon more
practical?). The third was the
dumbest of all-a poor
schnook, in debt to the whole
world, thinks the lottecy man
and his IRS buddy are out to
arrest him, so he climbs to the
top of a tower and threatens to
jump. Of course he is rescued.

\Vhe1i yqu µulled in two hours ago, you didn't
haH:' this problem. And with a party just starting.
the last thing you \vanted to do was
\\ ait around another two hours.
Neither did the rest of the guys.
So when they offer<.'d to gi\'e you
a lift. that's exactly what tht:'y did,
pro\·ing not onl\· th<-1l thev were
in good shape. hut th;.1t tl~e\·
\\'ere good friend s.
.
So sho\\' them \";hat apprt>cia- t'·
tion is all ;.1bout. 'fo11ight, let it
be Li i wcnbr~iu.

LOwenbriu. Here's to good friends~
• 1983 Beer Brewed 1n US A by Miller Brewing Co . Milwaukee . WI

The basic problem at ABC is
that they think the viewing
audience is dumb. Instead of
treating us like adults and
challenging us with thoughtprovoking,
intelligent
programming, they must think
we're goats-willing to slop up
any trash they feel like dishing
out.

Instead of NBC's recent success with gritty, yet fresh
shows-Hill Street Blues and
St. Elsewhere-ABC seems
content to weather this
season's ratings storms from
the warm confines of their selfsufficient garbage dum:p.
If ABC ends the season in
last place, they'll only have
ABC to blame. Instead, they
should take the advice of Rick
Springfield, a former ABC employee, and avoid plastic
characters and plots. In the
words of a popular Springfield
song, let's have some of "the
human touch."

.
•
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Loverboy
Keep It Up

On Record

hr Richard Truett·
Asia

Encore staff

Before plunking down $8.98
for an album, it must meet a
certain criteria: the music
must be pleasing to the ear
and the lyrics must be fairly
intelligent. Loverboy's latest
opus Keep It Up sports a
wide variety of semi-mindless
lyrics. The music, on the other
hand, was given considerable
more thought; the arrange-

Alpha
by Richard Truett
Encore staff

Rock 1983 is a strange
beast. The top ten has been
visited by such unlikely
heroes as Thomas Dolby,
Adam Ant, A Flock Of
Seagulls and something call·
ed The Culture Club.
Where do four veterans
from the late 60s early 70s
fit in? In Asia's case, on the
top of the charts. Asia's
debut album, was · the
Cinderella story of 1982. This
year, they are back with
Alpha, their second album.
Asia can best be described
as the Notre Dame Cathedral
of Rock. John Wet ton's
billowing vocals are one of the
most recognizable in rock
to(iay.-a remarkable feat
after only two albums. The
first single from the new
album, "Don't Cry", took off
like the space shuttle; the
album is already closing in on
the top ten. This seems
strange since the trend in
music these days is to strip
music down to the bare essentials and then record it "in a
garage.
The only drawback on this

otherwise pleasing album is Billy Joel
that the songs are so consistant that they tend to sound An Innocent Man
the same. An hour after
listening to Alpha, the Qnly by Rod Durham
songs that I could remember Encore staff
parts of were the singles,
"Don't Cry" and the ballad,
"The Smile Has Left Your
Eyes."
The latter song is the standout track on ·the entire
album. John Wetton kept
threatening to break loose
with his ·9.5 on the Richterscale style of vocaling on this
tune, but he doesn't.
A~ia's production is crisp,
clear and clean. The songs are
well crafted and carefully ar·
ranged. Alpha may not be as
big as last year's debut
album, but it is definitely
worth the money. Only time
will tell if Asia will be the
ne;x:t Boston.

·school.''
·. Although the Attractions
play with verve on every
song, Costello's .singing tends
to get lackadaisical at certain
points, especially on '•King of
Thieves," and "The Invisible
Man." But there is no
disputing Costello's talent as
. a songwriter. "Shipbuil~ng,"
the album's only topical song
about the war in the Falkland
Islands, showcases a haunting
trumpet solo by Chet
Elvis Costello and th'e
and one of the most
Baker
Attractions
emotional vocals by Costello.
"Pills and Soap" may be the
Punch the Clock
best song on this album, with
its cyncal lyrics directed at
the insensitivity of the media.
by Rod Durham
Encore staff

ment and melodies are way
above average. Too bad the
record company did not make
two versions of this album
available-one with the lyrics
and music the other with just
the music.
While Keep It Up is a nicely
packaged album (complete
with an interview on the
liner), songs such as ''Passion
Pit", "Queen Of The Broken
Hearts" and the single "Hot
Girls In Love" are at best
forgettable and ·at worst
.d ownright embarrassing.

and "Christie Lee" show Joel talents at their best. "This
having a good time with his Night" mixes a standard fifties
music. "Tell Her About It" ballad with a chorus written by
Beethoven and boasts one of
is reminiscent of the Phil SpecJoel's most heartfilled vocal
tor hits of the sixties,·complete performances ever. · And
with soulful backgroundvocals
and plucky guitar leads. On "Leave a Tender Moment
"Christie Lee," Joel sings and Alone" is simply one of the
plays piano with such urgency best pop songs written this
that even Jerry Lee Lewis year thanks to Joel's dexterous
might turn a light shade of talents and Toots Thielman's
wonderful harmonica solo.
green with envy.
Two songs exemplify Joel's
@REDKENSAIDN rR.&R.rrbN
~

On his latest album, An Innocent Man, Billy Joel gives
the soul and pop music of the
fifties and sixties a spirited
revival. It may not be as crisp
as last year's , critically acclaimed, The Nylon Curtain
but it is one of the happiest
albums released so far this
year.
Joel goes through various
vocal styles on this album.
With its heavy bass, pulsating
drum beat and screaming horn
'! Easy _Money"
section,
sounds like the mid-sixties soul
hits of legends J runes Brown
and Wilson Pickett.

These songs would sound
right for a junior high school
dance.

~SALON PRESCRIPTION ~
.

~

~ Azeem Hairstyling ~

I

The Scientific Approach-to a Total Look ·_
for.Men and Women .. .lncludes Hair Analysi.s-

~

~

OPEN

~
~

~

~
2

7213 Curry Ford Rd.

ti .

I

i
~
~

9-5 Tues.-Sat.
· Thurs. eve.
by appt. only

i~ .

~

·~·

~rlando

·

273-13.13
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1
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;
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~~·.

I
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PRESENTS
RANDEST THIS SIDE OF THE O
CEAN
1\-\E G
'•'''·

Undoubtedly, you'd want your inter ·
and fair. And if he for she) wasn't, you'd pn
Well now you know exactly how ttl£
feel if they're not given their rightful oppon
need a chance to pl"Olle it
So if you\ie got a job to give, give it t<
helping your community and maki~ the mt
After al~ how would you feel if you w

Call th~ National Alliance

ieedy teenager. 'lbu'll be helping your business,
:Jf the most willing wortc force in America.
overtaoked just because you were a grownup?

Make the mo of your youth.

of Business. 800-424-5404

.

rto be understanding. trusting. sympathetic
yfeel chea1ed and dejected.
iagers, coming to you for summer jobs, will
(.They're eager and hard-working. but1hey

nnR~~. v.:rnlb"l(Qlfo'\l,l Of lli~ru~"'ll
LnJUu \::l'GL~A.: \.=1Lil..DJ8\::l'Li lliEADVERTISINGCOUNOL~
.

Phone: 277-8015

miJfe,.B~
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THE GREAT 32 PIECE WORLD RENOWN
BERGHOLZ BLASKAPELLE BAND
· FROM NIAGRA FALLS, N.Y.

'""JlairJl'i ling
11648 E. Hwy. 50
Orlando, Fla. 32807

AN DRE BLUMAUER
'
MISTER ~ GULF COAST
ENZIANER
and his ORIGINAL AlPINE OCTOBERFES
SHOW BAND ·
BOB WERTH SCHUHPLATTLER

Directly Acrollil from P~int After
o.-en 9 to 6 Monday - Sat.
Barman · Master Stylist

10 %

. . . . .. . _

Off Haircuts &Styles with U.C.F.1.D.

GUS, THE BURGERMEISTER
and his GERMAN BAND

Horlda World's CampUs

~

.................. ,,._., .......,._.,, .... ,.....,, .....1....11.-.11 ........... .......l- ll ..... Jl - •! - 4•-

··-

··- ·

ALL EVENTS UNDER OUR HUGE OKTOBERFEST TENT
RAIN OR SHINE
FEATURING KING LUDWIG
AND HIS COURT OF LOVELY LADIES
ORIGINAL HACKER PSCHORR OKTOBERFEST BEER
AUTHENTIC GERMAN FOOD, BRATHUHN, BRATWURST,
EISBEIN, SCHNITZEL, SAUERBRATEN

··-*'SALE*
New Hond·as at the
Lowest Prices Anvwhere!

FRIDAY, SEPT. 23 ·TAMPA BAY BUCCANEER'S
FROM 5:00 P.M. AUTOGRAPH SESSION
. . FOR MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
ACCOMMODATIONS-RAMADA RESORT COURT OF FLAGS

(305) 351-3350
CONTESTS· WEAR YOUR BAVARIAN COSTUME· PRIZES

FLY

~ EASTERN

AIRLINE

DOWNTOWN ORLANDO

( RING 422-2434)
NXSO Express
El~ctric Start
was $599
Now $299

NUSO Express
Oil injection
was $649
now $349

Over 1,000 New Hondas in Stocki
-ALL MOPELS ON SALE- .

WHY PAY
.·
EXTRA TO A MIDDLEMAN?
GO DIRECT TO THE
SPECIALIST WHO DOES THE WORK.
.

I

111111~.

RADIATOR SPECIALISTS.

C70 Passport
Electric Start
was $799
now $499 ·

CB450SC NightHawk
· Electric Start
was $1999
now $1299

Only at HONDA WORLD
6436 E. Colonial Dr. (Hwwy. 50) Orlando
Ph. 277-6880Closed Sun.-Mon.

NEW RADIATORS,
REBUILT RADIATORS,
HEATERS &WATER-PUMPS
CLEAN & REPAIR RADIATORS &
GAS TANKS
10662 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando
275-9327

2300 N. Park Ave
Maitland
644-9327

630 Clifton St
Pine Hills
291-93~7

!fffu: HUNGRY.
Right now Protestant, (.atholic,
and Jewish relief and
development agencies are
working together to give new
life to a hungiy world.
Please hefp them

PLEMEGIVE.
Interfaith Hunger Appeal
P.O. Box 1000. FDR Station
New York. N.Y. 10150

A public seJVice of lmerfaich Hunger r.9"
Appeal and lhe Advertising
l:".:!l

<:oui:cil

•
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Cujo: A mad dog, Hollywood style
Tad Trenton (Danny Pin·
tauro). Through most of the
movie, they hght tor their
If there is a word that's lives against the monstrous
synonymous with terror, that mongrel. Wallace's (Mom
word should be "Cujo." "Cu- in ET) performance as the emjo" is the story of a boy and a battled mother is very good;
dog-some dog. For 97 when she expresses sheer terminutes, audiences watch the . ror, it's genuine. Ed Lauter
startling transformation of a and Kalulana Lee as Ctijo's
give
solid
lovable St. Bernard into a owners
characterizations.
rabid fiend.
However, the real star of
The central characters of
the movie are Donna Trenton the film is the dog Cujo. The
(Dee Wallace), and her son, dog is truly horrific, thanks to

by Kevin T. Eady
Contributing wri ter

makeup and expertise training. "Cujo" is the best madanimal-on-the-rampage film
since the original ''Jaws.''
Screenwriters Don Carlos
Dunway and Lauren Currier
are responsible for turning
Stephen King's prose into a
riveting film. Lewis Teaque,
director of "Alligator,"
directed "Cuio."
There's gore aplenty and
some good old-fashioned
chills. Caution: this movie is
NOT for children.

~\"l9,

~,... Himily Fi~~~n+et
,.

"GET FIT'

BRING IN CARD FOR FREE WORK9UT .

Back to school special .~
offered to U.C.F. students
ONE SEMESTER ONLY $99~0.0
TWO SEMESTERS ONLY$ 140.00
MON & WED 7:0Dam to 9:00pm
TUE & THURS 1O:OOam to 9:00pm
. FRI 7:00am to 7:00pm
SAT 8:00am to 5:00pm
Sun Night 5:00pm to 8:00pm

20 Nautilus machines, whirlpool,
.sauna and more ...
For more information call
or stop by anytime.

671-4 83

-

Take Charge At 22•.

KARDIA ·

~

Ca,upus Ministries

MEETING TIMES:
TUES. NOON S.C.211
WED NOON S.C. 211
THURS. 7 P.M. S.C. 214
"That their hearts may be encouraged
having been knit together In love." Col. 2;2

305/425-1106

305/299-2096

you for, and the decision-making authority you need to make the most of it.
As a ·college graduate and officer
candidate, your Navy training is geared
to making you a leader. There is no boot
camp. Instead, you receive professional
training to help you build the technical
and management skills you'll need as a

Nay~~~~~~~inin-g is
designed to instill
confidence by firsthand experience. You
learn by doing. On
your first sea tour,
you're responsible for
managing the WOrk Of
up to 30 men and the

care of sophisticated
equipment worth
millions of dollars.
It's a bigger challenge and a lot more
responsibility than
most corporations give
you at 22. The rewards
are bigger, too. There's
a comprehensive package of benefits.,
including special duty pay. The starting
salary is $17,000-mQre than most companies would pay yo'u right out of college.
After four years, with regular promotions and pay increases', your salary will
have increased· to as much ·as $31,000.
As a Navy officer, you grow, through
new challenges, new tests of your skills,

r ~v~;;;;;-U;;T-;- -

I

- - . w;;; 1I ~~~;::n~~py~~~u:j~~s

INFORMATION CENTER
P.O. Box sooo. Clifton, NJ 0101s

I . the
o rm ready to take charge. Tull me more about I
Navy 's officer programs.
(f)G) I

I

N am.,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I k~c:1w~~~e %;~ee~~~;;;'~!l~ntored'!.~::~~e~~ec~l~d~· otN,a'-e~r~o~i~ I
Lt~
J
Fi rst
tPtea se Prin t t
Las t
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ Apt. # - - -

City _ _ _ _ _ state _ _ _ z ip _
A ge____ t co11 ege/U niversi ty

:!:Year in Colleg

.

-NAUTILUS GOLDENROD·

Thicke-----......,....----------------frompage 11
is a bit more realistic, calling assessment . Patterning
almost to the point of being his chances of dethroning the oneself after ev-ery talk show
host that has come down the
King almost "impossible."
dull.
His middle-of-the road perAfter watching the· first pike does not make a good
sona, however, is a plus when week of shows, one would · series. Will the real Alan
it comes to interviewing
ve to a ee with Thicke's Thicke ever stand up?
guests. Thicke' s questions
usually reveal a more personal side of the celebrity that
most talk show hosts tend to
ignore. The guests do more
than sit and plug some project their currently working
on.(Although they do that,
too). In addition, the show
highlights the talents of a
stable of young comedians
and musicians. Unfortunately, their sketches and musical
spots do nothing more than
remind one of a poor man's
Saturday Night Live.
By running the show at
11:30 p.m., Fred Silverman,
the producer of the Thick of
the Night, is betting heavily
In most jobs, at 22 ·
on dragging the younger audience-the 14 to 39-yearyou're near the bottom
olds-away from watching
of the ladder.
Johnny Carson. ''Alan has a
In the Navy, at
great personality, he's good22 you can be a leader.
looking, he's charming, and
After just 16 weeks
he's got a great sense of
of
leadership training,
humor. These things make
an officer. You'll
you're
him Alan Thicke and not Carthe
kind of job
have
son," ·says Silverman of his
newest brainchild. But Thicke
your education and training prepared

7355 Aloma Ave.
Winier Park, Fl ·.

(j.S

tGP,,_____

.t.Maj or/ Minor__ __ _ _ _ _ _

cation, inclU<;ling the
possibility of attending
graduate school while
you're in the Navy.
Don't just take a
j@b. Become a Navy ·
Officer, and take Charge.·
Even at 22. ,

Phone Number
i
(Area Code)
Bes t Time to 'Call
Thi s is for genera l recru itment inform ation. You do not have t o fur·
r::.hi::o:::I'.:. _ _ _ _ _:. _

Navy Officers

Get Responsibility Fast.
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A paid supplement by the Program &_Actiyitjes Council

in .: Sports_
with attorney Richard Harrow

Excessive physical force in sports is defined
as force that has no reasonable relationship
to the ·c ompetitive goals of the sport, is un~
reasonably violent, and could not be resonably forseen or consented to by the person affected.
The issue concerning excessive _violence
in professional sports has received significant attention. The key spokesman for this
controversial topic is Atto:i;-ney Richard
Horrow. Mr. Horrow a ·graduate of the
Harvard Law School authored the
Sports Violence Act of 1980, a bill intended to deter and punish through crimi- ,
nal penalties the episodes of excessive
violence that are increasingly chara~teriz
ing·professional sports.

Time: · 8:00

~.·

Septemb~r 21

Place: SCA
A paid supplement by the PAC, a stud~nt government funded organization . ·

Future-September 16, 1983
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•

Price: $6 Students
$8 Alumni, Faculty & Staff
$12 General Admission
Place: U.C.F. GYM .
Time: 8:00 .

~ 'f\CKE 1-a

oNLY 500 s'f\.JD

Students faculty 011d staff tickets
at:ailabll' at the SC Main Df's.~ and thf' Bookstorf'
Geiwral Admission tickets arailablr at Sf Lcct-:\-S, at

~ i_fYI

Sponsored by the U.C.F. Alumni
Association and Student· Government
in cooperation with the PAC

Outlet~

A paid $Upplem~nt by the PAC, a Student Go·,,ernment funded organization.

-

- ___ . _ ... -

...

- -

...

-

-

-

.....

__

-
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TICKET SALES GOING F_AST
For1David Brenner the
outrageous comedian
and fqmed guest host of.
"The Tonight.Show".Be
sure to buy your tickets
they are available at the
SC Main Desk and at the
Bookstore, on sale now!

HOMECOMING 1983
Schedule of Events
· September 25~0ctober· l

What do Bob Graham,
of channel 2, Pat Beale of
channel 24 and Glen
Demer of channel 9
and many other area T.V.
celebrities have in common? They will all be
judges for the Kick-Off
Pizza Eating (WUCF) and
Tootsie Look-A-Like contest.
These events along with
the movie "Tootsie" will
Kick-Off Homecoming on
· Sept. 25, g9tes open at
6:00
Midnight Cinema Drott

.House
"Kentucky Fried Movie"
Sept. 16, 12:00pm SCA
"Sword and the Sorcerer"
Sept.16&18 8:30pm SCA
"Tootsie"
Sept. 23 8:30 SCA

Homecoming Kick-Off
Sept. ·?s Lake Claire

TODAY .
Is the last day to sign up
for Freestyle leisure classes. Come on by the
SC Programing office
and sign up for your own
special time.

Another win for·the
Knights!
Pizza Eati11g Applications are due this Friday by 4:00pm

33-29

HOMECOMING PICNIC
IPM-6PMLake Claire
October
CONTINUOUS ENTERTAINMENT
I :00-2 :00 Budapest String Band
2:30-4:00 UCF Jazz Band
. 4:00-5:00 · John Charles-Folksinger/Comedian ·
· 5:00-6:00 Square Dance
6:00
Sky Divers-Titusville Parachute Cent~

1,1~83
BABECUE BEGINS AT 4PM
Advance tickets only. No tickets will be sold at the gate!
ADULTS-$4 CHILDJIBN under 12-$3 ·
· MEAL PLAN-$2.00 plus meal c~rd

MENU
1/.i lb Hamburgers & 114 lb Hot~
(one each or two of either)
UNLIMITED... Baked Beans Com-on-the-cob
.
Iced T~a
Cole Slaw W atennelon
Soft Drinks
Macaroni Salad Lemonade
Beer
i'

FOR KIDS OF ALL AGES:
I :00-6:00 Bobo Goldberg Street Mime
Magic by Robert Labby
Appearence by Chuck E. Cheese
Carnival Booths Sponsored by Student Organizations
Buy Barbecue Ticket, or bring a picnic dinner. ·
• TickPts must be purchasPd in advance of the day of the picnic
at the Bookstore and the SC Main Desk.

FREE SOUVENIR CUP WITH
BARBECUE!

A paid supplement by the PAC, a Student Government funded organization.
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Student Center Movies
Tootsie ·

The Sword and the Sorcerer
Sept. 16 8:30 SCA

•

Sept.23 in the SCA

Homecoming Kick-Off
Midnight Movie

Sept. 25 at Lake Claire

Kentucky Fried Movie
Sept. 16 12:00 SCA

CUTALONG LINE

the men of u.c.f.
•g4 calendar

CUT ALONG LINE

APPLICATION FORM
The Popular Entertainment Committee is
combing the campus in search of dashing young gents to appear in our
Men of U.C.F.1984 Calendar. If you are an absolute dream.b oat or know of someone who is, fill out this_application, enclosing your/his photograph and signature, and drop it _b y Centralized Services
(SC MQin Desk). The deadline is September 19, 1983. Twelve lucky men-will be selected_,(one to grace each calendar
month), and another handsome devil will
pose for the cover/centerfold.

I
[

]

[

I

YOUR PHOTO HERE

[

.

.

.L~~~==:;j~~~

Name: _ _ _ _ _ __

VITAL STATISTICS

Age: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone No.: _ _ _ _ __

Height:_
- ----Hair Color: _ _ _ __

UCF Status: _ _ _ _ __

Eye Color: _ _ _ __

Major: _ _ _ _ _ __

Weight: _ _ _ _ __

Date

Signature of Photo Subject

-

CUT ALONG LINE

"' 9alendar presales begin September 12 for only S4 at SC Main Desk

CALENDAR
SCMovie
16
The Sword and
the Sorcerer
8:30pmSCA

Violence in Sports with attorney Richard Harrow
September 21 at 8:00 in the SCA

UCF JV Cheerleade

I

tryouts

Lambda Chi
Sun Your Buns

Alpha Phi AlphQ
Gentleman's Qurrel

18
SC MOVIE
The sword and
the Sorcerer
8:30pmSCA

25

Let's Go Tootsie
Look-A-Like
Contest and
Movie
Gates open
at6pm

20

.19
student Gov't .
Campaigning
Ends

Student Gov't
Elections

27

- 6
Green
Entertainment
Vole ol KIC I Si-<
tor Kna & Queen

HOMECOMING WEEK '83

WUCF
Remote from the
KIOSK
Vole fo r Kinn &

]

uGPn

Student Gov't
Elections

21

23

22
SC Movie

TootsieTs~~pmSCA UCF Football vs

Speaker Film Prog.
Violence In Sports
8:00pmSCA

FAIR WARNING N. Alabama
KICK-OFF
:30pm T-Bow
PARTY

28

ALL-STAR
Football Co-ed
12:15Green
Cinema Pub
"Jungle Book"

SC Movie
Ain't Misbehavin
8:30pmSCA
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Sports week
Defense faces a challenge

Knights hope to tame Lions
by Creig Ewing
Future sports

The undefeated Knights '
take on their first Division
I-AA opponent Saturday
night in Hammond, La. when
they meet Southeastern Louisiana University at 8 p.m.
Coach Lou Saban is confi·
dent, but as usual is not taking the opponent lightly even
though they are winless this
year.
"Moving up the I·AA is a
very different situation," he
said. "They're tough and very
strong. They're a good team
even though they are 0-2."
Saban expects the game to
be every bit as physical as
last week's when UCF
outlasted Georgia · Southern
to preserve a 33-29 win.
SLU's big problem this
season ha·s been turnovers. In
two games they hav.e given up
the ball 14 times. Quarterback Charles Herbert is 22 of
36 for 213 yards but has been
picked off five times.
The Lion's leading ball carrier is Jerry Butler who has
-""' .
rushed for 125 years in 29 at·
Tim Barto/Future
Head coach Lou Saban is eyeing victory this week against the tempts for a 4.3 yard ave.r age.
On the sidelines for SLU
Division l·AA Southeast.em Louisiana Lions.

will be a familiar face to
Saban. Head coach Oscar Lofton was a receiver for the
Boston Patriots when Saban
was coach.
"Oscar Lofton was an excep- .
tional player for me when I
was with the Patriots. He was
a hard worker. I have a great
fondness for him and look for·
ward to seeing him in Louisiana," Saban said.
UCF lost to SLU 24-14 last
year after being tied 14-14 at
the half. SLU finished with a ·
4·7 season last year.
The Knights, 2-0, have
already ensured themselves
of a winning record when they
return to the Tangerine Bowl
next Saturday against the
University · of
North
Alabama. '
Sidenotes: In just two
games, UCF has already surpassed last year's total
rushing yardage. They only
had 334 yards all last year
and have-414 so far this year.
Freshman Elgin Davis, who
substituted at fullback last
week for Terrence Bonner,
who was out with a sore knee,
rambled for 134 yards on 18
carries against Georgia

Sports

Southern.
Quarterback
Dana
Thyhsen, even though he was
constantly chased and harassed by Georgia Southern
defenders last week, com·
pleted 11 of 20 passes for 177
yards and three touchdowns.
He now has three touchdown
passes in each game and has a
61. 7 percent completion rate.
He now holds the UCF record
Lions, page 27

Oscar Lofton

UCF runners
ready

view
by Lee Lerner
Sports editor

by David Knauf

Pennant races
need coverage
Every year about this time
there is a grave injustice committed in the sports sections of
the state's major daily
newspapers.
Baseball will be rolling along
full speed towards an ·exciting
pennant and then father pro
football sticks its greedy
head into the picture and steals
the show.
So pro football is herei Big·
deal. It's the beginning of the
season and the games are
meaningless. Meanwhile,
baseball during Sept.ember is at
the zenith of its season and
coverage of heated pennant
races deserve top priority.
In Florida, as soon as football
season hits, baseball is placed
.on the back burner. Baseball
doesn't get another look until
the pot boils over in October.
While the· playoffs and
World Series are exciting, they
are very often anti-climactic in
comparison to September's
pennant race. The stretch drive
has always been a tremendous
part of the American baseball
culture and Florida shouldn't
be excluded.
Baseball gets a bad rap from
many sports fans because they
say it lacks the blood and guts
excitement of pro football.
Baseball will never offer this

Future sports

Pam Glmson/Future

Knights' Rony Francois kicks the winning goal in a game earlier this season against the College
of Boca Raton.

The UCF men's cross country team battled sweltering
morning temperatures and
hordes of University of South
Florida runners on their way
to a second place finish at the
preseason USF Invitational.
Division I USF showed up
at the starting line with an
impressive
26
run·
ners-eriough to outfit four
teams. A half dozen of their
athletes are part of USF's
freshman squad consisting of
some of the finest former high
school runners in the state.•
Metts, page 22

Men's soccer battles FAU;
lady Knights on the road

The UCF men's soccer team
will be looking to rebound
from its 2-1 overtime loss to
South Florida Wednesday
when they meet the Florida
Atlantic Owls Sunday at
UCF.
UCF is 2-0 against the Owls
in past meetings. Last year
the Knights squeezed past
Florida AtlaD;tic with a 1-0
win.
In the Knights' loss to the
South Florida Bulls, UCF's
first road game of the season,
Roy W egerle of South Florida
scored first. UCF' s Robert
Liut evened things at one
Pennant, page 22 with his score, but the Bulls'

Ramon Perlee broke the tie in
' UCF's record now stands at
overtime to give South 2-1-1.
Florida the victory. UCF has
never beaten the Bulls in nine UCF women's soccer
meetings between the two
teams(0-6-3). Last season the
After a shaky start, the
Knights tied the Bulls, 1-1.
UCF
women's
soccer
Before the loss to the Bulls, team(3- l) returned to winning
the Knights whipped the U.S. form by capturing the Lady
Air Force Academy in a come- Bearcat Soccer Classic last
from-behind victory, 3-1.
weekend.
After four games, Rony
The Lady Knights posted
Frnacios continues to lead the wins -of ,3-0 over William &
Knights' scoring attack with Mary, 1-0 over Wisconsinthree goals. Freshman Jon Madison and 2-0 over the
Burns is rapidly improving University of Missouri at St.
after picking up his first UCF Louis enroute to the title.
career goal and assist against
the Academy.
Women, page 27

Eileen

Samelson/~utur&

l\len's runner Tom Ruse
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Knights. nip GS Eagles
by Scott Gunnerson
Futuresports

¢

~
~
~

Lorenza "Chicken';' Rivers cuts loose in practice. Wvers has been;::
one of the strong UCF backs who have helped the Knights' run·
ning game improve this year.
·

The UCF football team won its second straight
game last Saturday night agajnst Georgia
Southern, 33-29.
The Knights, on their first road game of the
season, found themselves down 15-2 in the
second quarter, but roared backed on the arm of
Dana Thyhsen and the legs of runningback Elgin
Davis to score 31 unanswered points.
The first UCF score of the game came after
the Knights' first possession. UCF's Glenn McCombs' punt from his own 27 yard line was furnbled by Georgia Southern on its 6 yard line,
which UCF recovered. On the next play Davis
fwnbled back to Georgia Southern and the
Eagles took over on their own 3 yard line, setting
up Jamie Lugo's tackle of G.S. tailback Melvin
Bell for a safety.
On a second down and eight for Georgia
Southern on their next possession, Bell broke
loose for a 72 yard touchdown run. The Eagles
scored again in the second quarter when Gerald
Harris ran the ball in from the 1 yard line.
With less than a minute remaining in the first
half Thyhsen connected with wide receiver McCom?s from the Georgia Southern 5 yard line for
~he first UCF touchdown of the gam~. UCF went
m to the locker room of Womack Field at half-

time, down 15-9.
Beginning the second half, the Eagles lost a
fumble on their own 35 yard line. After moving
tl?-e ball down to the 8 yard line Thyhsen found
senior wide receiver Jeff Froehlich wide open in
the end zone to tie the score at 15.
UC:f's next possession saw them score on
eight plays from scrimmage including a 14 yard
run by Lorenza Rivers and Thyhsen's third
touchdown pass of the game, a 46 yarder, to
Kelvin Collins. Thyhsen ended the night com.pleting 11of20for177 yards.
. Davis, who gained 134 yards on 18 carries, ran
for a 50 yard score to make the score 29-15 in this
seesaw affair. "It was a game of momentum, firs,t one team would have it and then the other
would have it," UCF offensive backfield coach
Pete Stewart said. Place kicker Scott Ryerson
put UCF's final points on the board with a 24
yard field goal with 10:54 remaining in the game.
Georgia Southern saw the momentum shift its
way once more when quarterback Tracy Ham,
"took matters into his own hands by scoring on
keepers from the 15 and 13 yardlines to bring the
Eagles within 4 points of UCF with four minutes
remaining.
The UCF defense allowed Georgia only 7 yards
on their final six plays and held on to the victory.
/
·Pennanf-trom page 21.
kind of savage excitement. It
instead must rely on .a season
long grind into tightly knit
standings for exceitement.
When real baseball fans are
denied coverage to this part of
the season then the sport loses
some of its shllie.

•••
UCF and Lou Saban face
their real first test tomorrow
night when they face their first
Division I-AA oppenent
Southeastern Louisiana.
Even though the Lions are O·
2 this season, Saban has great
respect for the Division I-AA
ranking. SLU lost last week to
another Division I-AA op· .
ponent, McNeese State, 23-0.
Actually things look bright
for the Knights in this matchup. Last year in the T-bowl, the
Knights were tied at 14 with
the Lions at the half. SLU's 2414 victory was not indicative of
how bad UCF really .was last
year. The Knights have improved greatly and SLU is
struggling. In two games this
season they've committed 14
turnovers. Prediction: UCF 23
SLU21.

The T. Rowe Price 403 (b) plan ·
gives you freedom ofchoice and
freedom to change. ·
The T. Rowe Price 403(b)(7) plan gives
the employees of nonprofit and educational
organiz~tions the advantages of retirement
investing with pretax dollars ... and something more.

Choose your investment objective.
We offer 403(b)(7) participants the freedom
to choose from eight no-load mutual funds,
- including stock, bond, international, and
money market funds . These funds pursue a
number of distinct and different objectives,
including high current vield with safetv of
principal, capital appre~iation, or stabfC
income over the' long term.

Change course with a toll-free call.
When changes in personal needs or in
financial markets suggest a change in investment strategy, we offer your plan participants
the freedom to move their monev to other
T. Rowe Price Funds. All it takes 'is a toll-free
phone caJ!. J\nd there's never a sales charge
or a transfer tee.

Investment specialists since 1937.
T. Rowe Price manages more than $8 billion
in mutual fund assets. We're also investment
adviser to many large corporate pension plans.
Whichever fund participants choose for
their 403(b)(7) plan, they'll benefit from over
45 years of investmen~· manage!Ilent expertise.
For more tomplete mformation on the
T. Rowe Price Funds, call toll free:

MettS--trom page 21 .

1-800-638-5660.
li)lca.sc: _nish me: the: tlw 1:· RLl\\'C: Price: 403(b)(~ plan~ing. kit Jnd ;1 ti.mdpn~spc:ctus \\'Ith more complete 111format1on, mduding
munagc:mc:nt kc: and othc:r charges and expenses. I will read it
carefully bc:fon: im·es!ing.

I

I :\amc:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Titlc--,-______
I· OIJ:,>"Jlliz.ltion______________

I
1
1

I

I
I
I

Address_______________

I

Cin· _ _ _ _ _ _ StJtc: _ _ Z.ip______

I

T.RowePrice u

L __

1

100 fast Prm ~r, Ralti::·· MD 21202_8~

T. Ramr l'n.:.- .\hrkr111ii:. l11, . 1'>1'1nl>u111r.

The results were equally impressive, as teh top 5 finishers
consisted purely of USF and
UCF runners. However, USF
won the team title handily
with a 24-95 victory over the
running Knights.
Individually, UCF junior
David Smith surprised the
rest of the field by taking the
lead for the frist two miles
and finishing in second place
overall with a time of 21:33
over the four mile course.
UCF's team was hampered
by the redshirting of last
year's sunshine state Conf~rence champion Ken Brace
and an injury to No. 4 runner
Roger Arias.
The Knights next meet will
be the Jacksonville Invitational on Sept. 17.

•
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Rudd helps to build tough
defensive reputation
by Ted Young

Born in Cleveland, Ohio,
Rudd went to Northmont
UCF's top returning defen- Dayton High School. During a
sive player from last year, three year stretch with Rudd in
Darrell Rudd, is definitely one the program, the team comof the new Knight football piled an amazing record of 29
machine's greatest resources.
wins and one loss. After
The 6-foot-1-inch, 230 pound graduation, Rudd made the
junior defensive tackle was move to UCF and became a
third in tackles on the squad . part of the UCF football
last year with 72. He led the program. While his first two
Knights in sacks with four and seasons at UCF were tough
fumble recoveries with six. because the team was
Against
Division
I-AA struggling, he is starting roadpowerhouse Eastern Kentucky just to the brighter side of
last ·year he had 13 tackles. competition.
"It was hard adjusting to
Against West Georgia he had
11. His tackle total was tops it(winning). I learned both
· among the Knight defensive sides of the game, winning and ·
linemen last year.
losing," Rudd said.
..
.. nm rtolFulure
But there is more to the
Rudd said the major difDefensive tackle Darrell Rudd is UCF's top returning defensive player this year. Rudd ha8 13 player than his constant ont.ackles against Division I-AA power Eastern Kentucky last year.
. the-field defensive hustle.
, Rudd, page Z1
Futuresports

Women
runners
rolling

,

Are You Good Enough
To Join The Best ·
In The Nuclear Field?

by Sonya Wilder
Future sports

The UCF Women's cross
country team will open its
season tomorrow traveling to
Jacksonville to compete in the
Jacksonville Invitational.
The invitational, considered
to be a meet for small colleges,
is expected to host about 10
schools . .
According to Coach Tom
Metts, this year will be a rebuilding one for the Knights
due to the loss of three top
runners from last year's squad.
Returning though will be
juniors Debbie Walters and
captain Alice Williams. Joining
them will be three freshmen
and three sophomores to complete·the eight woman squad.
Just as most young teams,
the squad lacks experience, but
has a lot of potential, according
to Metts. He also noted that
despite two injuries, the team
is in ''pretty good shape.''
Last year in the Jacksonville
Invitational the team finished
second in a field of 10 schools.
This year's team though, due .;
to its youth, . is looking to
finish about fourth.
Looking down the road, the
Knights are hoping to finish no
lower than second in their eight
team conference. Metts says
Rollins is the team to beat.

The Navy operates the most advanced nuclear equipment in the world.
Including more thari half the nuclear reactors in
America. The men who maintain and operate those
reactors have to be the best. That's why officers
in the Nuclear Navy get the most extensive and
sophisticated training in the world.
College juniors and seniors who qualify
for the program can earn over \ooo a
month while still in school. .
After graduation, as a Navy officer,
you receive a year of graduate-level
training unavailable anywhere else at
any price. You ber.ome a highly trained · ~ <
member of an elite group with vital re- ..:._-~- ,-_:_,__-sponsibilities and growing career potential.
To qualify, you must be a U.S. citizen between 19 and 27 years of age,
working toward or have earned a bachelor·s or master's degree. You must
also have completed a minimum of one year each of calculus and calculus·
based physics with a .. B.. average or better.
You can submit an application as soon as you·ve completed your sophomore
year in college. If you think you·re good enough to join the best in the nuclear
field, find out. Call the Naval Management Programs Office for full information.
Lt. Neil Davis, Officer Engineering Programs, 4070 Boulevard Center Dr. , Jacksonville, Fl, 32207. Navy
Representatives will be on campus Sept. 21,22. To schedule an interview, sign ap at the Career
Planning and Placement Office or call our office at 1-800-342-7108 tor an appointment.

--~-

, Eileen Samelson/Future

Jill Wohlander

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.
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CAMPAIGN EXPENSE LIMITS: .
.· College of Arts & Science, Business,
Education, Engineering, Health, Uberal Studies:
$75.00 Limit. Area Campuses (South Orlando,
Daytona, Brevard): $ 75.00 limit
At-large and Graduate: $100.00 limit
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Knight line score

Sports commentary

UCF
. Georgia Southern

2
8

7
7

21
0

3-33
14-29

UCF·Thyhsen 8 pass to Froelich (Reyerson kick)
UCF-Thyhsen 46 pass to Collins (Reyerson kick)

Conners, Evert are true heros

.UCF·Davis 50 run (Reyerson J?ck)
UCF-Bell tackled by Lugo

UCF-Rllyerson 24 FG

GSC-Bell 73 run (Schunts pass from Ham)

GSC.Ham 16 run (Harris run)

GSC·Harris 1 run (Simmons kick)

GSC-Ham 13 run (conversion failed)

UCF·Thyhsen 5 pass to McCombs (Reyerson Kick)

A-5,815

by Raz Savage

ground strokes or McEnroe's grace and ease of
movement, he was once again written off. Or
m,aybe, at age 31, the sports world assumed he
. was too old to last against the young upstarts
George Will says his is Sen. Henry Jackson. that have come to dominate the game.
Yours may be Babe Ruth, Superman or
But Connors is a winner and only knows how
Bigfoot. Mine are Chris Evert-Lloyd and Jim- to do one thing-win. He doesn't win because
he's a better player than the others; he wins·
my Connors. I'm talking heroes, of course.
because he's a winner .
Future sports

.IF YOU LIKE BANKING
MADE EASY
YOU'LL LOVE US.
The Citizens Bank of Oviedo is
located just minutes from the
UCF campus. We have ·
spacious parking, fast drive in
tellers and two CITIZENS 24 HR
automated tellers in Oviedo
and at UCF in the ATM building.
All to make banking easy for ·
you.

While their styles and approach to the game
Evert, unlike Conners, has never had a proof tennis are totally different-Connors is aggressive and brash, Evert is quiet and laid- bleIJl with the public or the media. Since she
back-both are true tennis champions. No two burst on the scene a decade ago as a 16-year-old
athletes ever defined American ideals better. at Wimbledon who gave Billie Jean King the
run of her life, everyone has loved·her. First as
Like a Pete Rose in baseball or a Don Not- "Little Chrissie" and now as the Queen, the
tingham in football, neither are natural-born Dean, of women's t~nnis, she is respected
superstars. Both had to work hard to develop worldwide, not just for her tennis playing, but
their talents. Both were drilled for countless for her good-natured demeanor, especially with
hours by their coaches; Connors by his mother the press.
and grandmother, Evert by her father. Though
Evert-Lloyd didn't win this year's U.S. Open,
And though she lost to Navratilova, a
Americans can be proud of her as well as Con- stronger and maybe better player, Chris won't
ners, the men's champion.
quit. She won't sob. She'll just go back out to
the practice court and quietly prepare herself
Staying on top hasn't been easy for either to win back the U.S. Open championship she
one, especially Connors. The self-confidence has won six times.
that he had to develop to make up for what he
Connors and Evert-Lloyd give hope the
lacked in ability often came through as arrogance and turned off both the press and fans. downtrodden who sometimes think it better to
This year, as the defending champion, he give up. Hard work does pay off. Maybe any
wasn't even picked to make it to the final. American schoolboy (or schoolgirl) can grow
Because ~e lacks Lendl's power, Borg's up to be President.

Discounts include:

Everything you will ever need
.from a Full Service Bank ·is
yours at ...

~-·'lOl_!}lERIENDL Y

Pizza Hut
Long Jo~ Silvers
Rax
Season's
Ponderosa
Florists
Dry Cleaning
and lots more

Last Y11n INFLATION FIGHTER Discount Cini
1a now 1111 .. ...,.. MINI YELLOW PAGE Discount Di1ctlly
This compact 4-tolcl plastic card represents
"75" Businesses and Restaurants wtth
150 loc11ion1 ottering 10% to &0•1. off

Save 100's of DOLLARS

Save money!!
Get your discount card at the Future Trailer

HOMETOWN BANK

156 G.ENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729 •OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765

@i

(305) 365.-6611

MEMBER FDIC

-~~.

Good for one year. Qnly 5.00

·We're Getting Horizontal.
_Watch us get horizontal with ;

Orange Park
Disc Jockeys
Jacksonville
Rollins College
University of South Florida
Ultimate Frisbee of Orlando

The UCF llitimate Knights
· and the
Ladies of the Knights
are throwi~g an interstate

Ultimate ·Frisbee Tourament

Saturday, Sept 17th and
Sunday. Sept. 18th

Games start at 1.1 am on the Intramural fields.
Come on Out!
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Sports Briefs
Rec services lets you play in
the T·Bowl
All UCF men and women
have the opportunity to appear in the Tangerine Bowl
before and at half-time of the
UCF vs. _Northern Alabama
football game in the Pizza
Hut-Recreational Services
"Pigskin PPK" (Punt, Pass
and Kick) competition.
Preliminary competition,
open to all of UCF except varsity football players, will be
held Monday through Thurs·
day from 4:30-5:30 p.m. on
the intramural fields. The top
six men and women for the
week will receive T-shirts and
participate in the T-Bowl on
Sept. 24 to compete for pizza
and soda from Pizza HutUniversity.

competition beginning Mon·
day, Sept. 19, during open
recreation hours on the UCF
Golf Range. There will be
competition for men and
women with daily prizes of
free buckets of balls and
weekly prizes of'T-shirts. You
may enter each event one
time daily on Monday, Thursday and Friday, from noon-2
p.m. and Tuesday and
Wednesday, 4-6 p.m.
Call (305) 275-2408 for more
information.

•••

The deadline for all football
season ticket sales has been
extended. Tickets can now be
purchased until 4 p.m., Sept.
23 at the following prices:
regular season tickets $22
student season tickets $9.50
corporate tickets $15
The corporate deal is only
GoHers tee off
available with the purchase of
Recreational Services will at least 25 tickets.
conduct a full week of long
The "Fourth Down and
drive and closest to the pin One" package is still

•••

available at $50 for four
season tickets and one ticket
to the 1983 Citrus Bowl
game.
Individual game tickets remain at $5 per game, except
tickets to the BethuneCookman game, which are $7.
Student advance sale, individual game tickets can be
purchased up until the Friday
before the game at $4, except
tickets for the Bethune·
Cookman game, which are $5.

• ••
The -SCUBA club will be
diving at Delray Beach on
Saturday, ~ept. 17. They will
be leaving from the parking
lot .in front of the Future of·
fice at 8 a.m. All divers and
snorklers are invited. Please
call Doug by Saturday morn·
ing at 671-9960, if you plan to
go.

The 3rd Annual Poppa
Jay's "Run For My House"
will be held on Saturday,
Sept. 24, in DeLand The 'race
is shaping up to be one of Cen·
tral Florida's largest. Race
Director John Boyle, senior
counselor for Community
. Out-Reach Services Inc. feels
that entries could hit 800
when the runners. toe the
mark at a Pantry Pride parking lot at 8 a.m.
Some of Florida's best runners of all ages are expected
to take the challenge of World
Master's Record Holder Bill

Stewart of Ann Arbor, Mich.
Stewart, who has set many
world and American records
since turning 40 years old in
January is aiming to win the
race outright.
Proceeds benefit the "My
House''
residential
alcoholism program operated
by Community Out-Reach
Services Inc.
Applications are available
at local sporting goods stores
or by contacting John Boyle,
Race Director, P.O. Box 597,
DeLand, FL 32720. Phone:
904-736-0420.

Women---------Post tournament honors
were given to two Lady
Knights. Kris Caicedo was
named to the All-Tournament
team while Chris Kessler was
named the tournament's
Most Valuable Player.

frompage21

The · Lady Knights will
return to action Sept. 24-25
when they travel to Cortland,
N.Y. to play Cortland State.
The team plays at home for
the first time this season on
Oct. 8·9 in the Tournament of
Champions.

·~·

Rudd - - - - = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m p a g e 2 3
forence between this year and
the past has been the coaching
and Saban in particular. "He
demands the best out of
everyone. He gives you all he's
got. He wants you to give all
you've got." Rudd said that
Saban is his outlook. ''He
makes things clearer and my
goals more concret.e. With him
backing me I always have confidence in myseH.''
An~ther major difference

Rudd sees in this year's t.eam is
the cooperation between
players. "The t.eam gets along
fantastic this year. Last year
we were individuals. This year
I feel we are together as one.''
Rudd said that this is the kind
of initiative that makes for undefeat.ed t.eams.
Both on and off the field
Rudd seems to have his future

mapped out. Currently he's
working on a Physical
Education degree. He would
like to continue playing football after he graduates,
preferably as a professional on
the Miami ·Dolphins or the
Cleveland Browns. Rudd said
t~t he also sees college level
football coaching or physical
education · teaching in his
future.

Serving the Illustrator, Designer, Fine Artist. Photographer,
Draftsman, Architect, Engineer, Calligrapher, and Sign Painter

King ready for UCF .season opener
Second year head coach
Lyn King will unveil her 1983
Lady Knights volleyball
squad Sept. 16-17 on the road
in Charleston, S.C. in the
C~leston Tournament.
Eight teams are expected to
participate in the two day
tournament, including crosstown rival Rollins College.
Last year the Lady Knights
posted a 26·25 record and a
second place finish in the Sunshine State Conference.
This year's squad should
provide· a balanced mix of
both quality newcomers and
veteran returners. Returning
to lead the Lady Knights will
be Carol Sniegowski, Anita
Wettwer, Pam Sutton and
Julie Anderson. The list of

Lions-- from page 21
with 5 consecutive games
with a TD pass.
Saban got a chance to practice his inspirational oratory
last week. With the Knights
down 15-9 at the half against
Georgia Southern and playing shoddy, they came out
· and scored on four straight
possessions. ''I told them to
stop making mistakes and
stay in the game,"· Saban
said.
It must have been the way
he said it.

top newcomers include Cindy cross-town rival Rollins CoiChwalik, Heidi Dexter, Dee lege. I'm hoping to come out
Dee McClemmon and Millie as tournament champions
Ross.
with a 7-0 start for our
"We have been practicing season. I feel the win will give
for six weeks leading into-our my team the confidence and
opening tournament at enthusiasm to come back ang
Charleston," King said. "Our train hard for the Florida
toughest competition in the Southern tournament at the
tourney will probably be end of the month."

STUDENT DISCOUNT!
-731 ORIENTA PLAZA
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
One block South of 436 on Maitland Ave..

331-5554

KNIGHTOUT PUB
(across from _U.C.F.)
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AFTERNOON DELIGHT!
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Registration can be accomplished by coming to the office of the College of Extended Studies, Administration Building
1397 and completing a registration form. Fees are payable at the time of registration.

These offerings provide the opportunity for currently enrolled UCF students and continuing education students to enroll
in additional courses or register . for a new section of a class which was filled during the regular registration process.

The College of ExtendP.d Studies wishes to announce course offerings for Fall, 1983. Continuing registrations are being
taken for the College of Extended Studies' courses listed below. These courses offer regular University undergraduate and
graduate credit and are scheduled on a shortened semester format • . All classes will meet the required standard number of class
hours.

WEEKEN.D UNIVERSITY
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Telecourses are presented via satellite on Channel I<, Orangeiseminole Cablevision, Channel 23, Evans Cablevision
and the Public Broadcast Station Channel 24.
F.ach lesson is also available on videotape and can be viewed in the
UCF Instructional .Resource Learning Center during its regular scheduled hours Monday through Saturday,

3930

3930

Tapes of this course may be viewed at the followi~g seven. locations at the student's convenience:
l. UCF Main Campus Instructional Resource Lab
2.
South Orlando UCF_ Campus
3. Daytona Beach UCF Campus
4.
BCC/UCF Campus
5. Central Florida Community College, Learning Resources LaQ, Ocala, Fla
6.
Lake Sumter Community College, Instructional Resources, Leesburg, Fla
7,
Seminol~ CollUTlunity Col:ege, Instructional Resources, Sanford, Fla
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Further information may be obtained by calling the Brevard Campus at 632-4127 or 275-2102.

Advance registration for the mini-mester classes at the BCC/UCF Lifelong Learning Center will be held during the week
of September 26-30.
Individuals may also r~gister at the first class meeting. Payment by check or money order will be
required at the time of registration.

A mini-mester will be offered during the current term commencing the week of October l through October 7, 1983. Classes
will. continue through Saturday, December 10, 1983. Both regular, on-campus students and continuing education students will be
allowed to register for these offerings.
These courses offer regular University undergraduate and graduate credit and are
scheduled on a shortened semester format.

The University of Central Florida recently dedicated •the new HCC/UCF Lifeiong Learning Center. With the new facility,
the University has been able to increase the number of course and program offerings significantly in Brevardl over fifteen
degree programs are now being offered and plans call for further additions to the curriculum in the near · future.
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